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tors will suggest apology to Huerta before
we know It.
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clerk, Charles Tamme; city treasurer,
Joseph Elledge; Aldermen, P. H. Pur- celL Dr.: w. E. Kaser, N. B. Rose-berrand E. R. Russell. The. aldermen who hold over from the preced-iiig.citadministration are B., F,
R. F. Hays, Daniel Stem and
Jerry Quinn, Of these Messrs.
and Stern were present, while
all the officers-elec- t
responded to the
roll call.
Alderman R. F. Hays was elected
unanimously as president of the council. The rules of the preceding council were adopted and it was decided
to meet on the second Wednesday in
May, at which time the regular date
for meeting will ba decided upon.
The mayor announced the appointment of committees as follows:
Revenue and finance: Stern, Hays
and McGuire.
Public works: Quinn, Stern and
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Washington, April 21. The house,
having passed the resolution introduced yesterday, giving President Wilson
power to use armed forces in obtaining from President Huerta an apolmarkogy to the United States, today
wrestled
senate
the
ed time while
with the measure. Practically the
entire membership of the senate
seemed in favor of a program requiring the use of the army and navy, but
there was much dispute regarding the
language of the resolution to. be
adopted. The debate this afternoon
was upon the substitute resolution introduced by Senator Lodge. The
house foreign affairs committee already has agreed to the terms- of the
amended resolution of the senate foreign relations committee.
Pending action by congress, President Wilson this morning ordered
Hear Admiral Fletcher to seize the
customs house at Vera Cruz in order
to prevent the delivery to Huerta of
a shipment of. arms and ammuntion
in transit upon a German vessel.
While the senate was still in debate,
Acting Chairman Shively of the foreign relations committee made a significant statement to an inquirer:
"I strongly: suspect Vera Cruz has
Veen taken without a shot," said he.
He.djned toamplify his. remark.
-

Washington, April 21. Brigadier
General Charles Bailey will command
the first body of troops, if any are
sent to Mexico. He will leave for
Texas City within a day or two to organize an expedition.
Major General Wood, who will relinquish his office ass chief of staff
at 12 o'clock tonight, will be tn supreme command of all the troops and
will follow General Railey within a few
days, if action conies.
General Bailey is now stationed at
Fort'Tot'ten,' New"Vork;vln command
of the north Atlantic coast, artillery.

Fifth Brigade Ready
Galveston, Tex., April 21. Troops
of the Fifth brigade, United States
of Colonel
army, under command
Daniel Gorman were ready today to
go on board four army transports
there at a moment's notice. The briof the
gade, which is composed
and
Fourth, Seventh, Nineteenth
Twenty-eightinfantry, will be reinforced by the Sixth cavalry, one bat-te- rf
'of the Fourth field artillery, Company E engineers, Company Us signal
corps), and an ambulance corps.
The full brigade! numbers' 'approximately 4,700 officers and lnien.
A wlre'.ftSB message announced that
the torp(to "boats Flusser, Preston
and Reid would arrive at Galveston
Wilson Doesn't Wait
today. Their coming was a surprise
Willie congress was debating the ;to army .and navy offcials here, as
Mexican situation President Wilson they were astt reported in St. Joseph's
ordered Rear Admiral Fletcher to bay, Florida.
eeize.the Vera Cruz customs House
Four Aviators to Fight
and pre vein f H&eVtS'fronVigetting sevFla April 21. The bat
Pensaeola,
million
of
rounds
ammunition
eral
and 200 field guns on a Germali tleship Mississippi, with 600 marines
aboard, sailed this morning for vera
steamer bound for that port.The orders went out from Washing- Oriuz. The warship carried four aW
ton early today when it became ap: ators with their hydroplanes. The
for
parent that the delay in. congress was tender Dixie departed- last night
accruing to the advantage of Huerta. the Mexican port.
h

Left to Admiral's Discretion
May Act In Several Ways
Officials here said' the admiral
At noon the cabinet was in session
and, so far as was known, no word mightact in several ways. He might
had been received from Admiral Flet- wait until the German steamer had
cher of his action. The orders, off- landed her parse unmolested and then
icials said, left to the admiral's dis- take the, customs house and the municretion when and how to act. As there tions, or when the German steamer
id no, blockade, the, American forces comes to the port he might Beize the
could not interfere with the German customs house; if the guns were landsteamer., ..The orders were to se!;se ed, they would come into possession
the guns and shells after they had of the .American forces. Tht the
landed or seize the customs house to steamer might take her cargo to some
prevent their landing, "and rthua keep other port was a possibility of which
officials were cognizant.
them from going to Mexico City.
Some report from the admiral was
Officials declared that President
'
Wilson had ample authority for his being momentarily awaited.
When news reached the cnpitol that
action without the approval of congress. Meanwhile both houses and the order had gone to Admiral Fletchsenate reconvened and the senate be- er, it aroused considerable excitement.
gan working on the resolution of ap- Democratic senate leaders believed an
order to the American commander
proval of the president's course.
The orders went to Admiral Fletch- to begin actual operations had been
er at daybreak after President Wilson given to serve to hurry action on the
and cabinet officials had been' in con- resolution to tack the president's
ference since 4 a. m. The orders to course.
the admiral, it was said, conferred
Republican leaders were planning te
the broadest authority on him, direct- champion the substitute submitted by
ing that if necessary he take the town Senator Jjndse, which refers to a Ion?
of Vera Cruz as well as the custom sMiw iiI :ontra7CS against Americans
to pieevnt. the landing of the in Mexico; This was not accepted by
lii
munitions.
the democrats, Neither will it be ac- -

!..

Laredo, Tex., April 21. It was authoritatively reported here today that
two federal officers from the Nuevo
Laredo garrison, bearing a flag of
truce, went down the river yesterday
Coalito parley with rebel officers.
tion of rebels and federal against the
United States was said to be their ob
ject- -

IT

PREMIERJEFUSES
CHALLENGER

INVITES

TO

TAKE A DAY IN WHICH TO
MAKE ACCUSATIONS

London-- April 21. A stormy scene
was created in the house of commons
today when Andrew Bonar Law, leader
of the opposition, demanded a judicial
inquiry 'into 'the Laval and military
movements recently contemplated by
the government iu Ulster. The unionAmericans Leave Chihuahua
ists
charge that thebe movements' con- McGuire.
20.
El
via
Chihuahua, Mex., April
a plot to provoke a rising in
stituted
Paso, April 21. Consul Letcher on
Street and alley: McGuire, Russell,
instructions from 'Washington, is no- nfter.
a
Premier Asquith refused a judicial
Water and light: Hays Stern and
tifying Americans of this city and
other towns of the state of Chihuahua inquiry, as he said the charges had Quin n.
to leave the country. They will be been proved false, but he challenged
Police ami lire: Hays, Kaser and
wishsent out in small bodies if time per- Mr. Law; to make accusations ho
Russell.
ed to make in the house itself, when
'
Public health: Kaser, Roseberry and
mits, as a general exodus, it "is feared
he would be given the. fullest opporPurcell.
might precipitate trouble. Six Amertunity for discussion.
ican women left tonight.
Purcell, Roseberry and
Printing:
Amid cheering and angry shouts of
McGuire.
their supporters the two leaders took
Mexicans Will Be United
City, property:
Roseberry, Russell
El Pasoi April 21, Six Americans, their places alternately at the table and Kaser.
each other. Uproar fol
Ordinances:
McGuire, Hays and
eight Germans1 and nine Frenchmen Challenging
lowed Mr. Law's declaration that the
here
arrived
Quinu,,
today from Chihuahua.
Purcell and
The Americans confirmed the state- statement made by Premier Asquith
Russell,
Judiciary:
ment that they were instructed to and his colleagues had been proved Hays.
untrue.
leave by Marion Letcher, the AmeriMayor Smith having announced that
The scena ended when, amid minis- he was about to submit his
can consul. They said that Mexicans
appoint
terial criee of "Take your day for dis- ments of
officials for approval
in Chihuahua iMild the belief that the
city
cussion1" Mr. Law said that after he
rebels will be unable to remain out of
by the council Alderman McGuire
had seen what the promised "white moved an executive session. The mothe
complication
paper" contained he would consider tion prevailed. When, all but the
and added that rebel leaders feel
what
steps it was worth while to take. mayor, aldermen and clerk had retired
the
view
to accept the
that
from the room the fireworks began.
blockading of Tampico and Vera Gruz
The noise of heated debate was heard
will be a national matter, affecting
I
the honor of every Mexican, regard
filtering throngi the keyhole. This
TODAY IN CONGRESS
continued for nearly an hour, svhen
less of political affiliations.
!
I"
adjournment was taken. It was an
nounced as the cpuncilmen left the
Americans Leave the Capital
Washington;' April 21rr?Se!)ate;i Met rqohVthat it had been decided to hold
Vera Gfuz, April 21 A large'hum-be- r
at noon.
up. the appointments until the next
of Americans and other foreigners
Continued consideration of the Mexthe
capiare on their way (here from
meeting.
The mayor has the power to ap
tal today. The regular train is being ican resolution.
Representatives of New Orleans point, subject to approval by the coun
run in two sections and a special train
commerce appeared before
cil, the chief of police, night policeis also en route. Everything remains chamber of
committee to oppose the man, merchants' policeman, "police
the
canals
war
American
The
thie.
in
iiity.
quiet
tolls ex magistrate',
city attorney and one
vessel' have-- not changed their post repeal of the Panama canal
emption.
member of the 'library board, ..No )
tteftsi'"'
House: Met at 10 a. m. to await timatidh- has been made publicly, as
the action of the senate on the Mex- to the major's selections, but it is
WHI Protect Americans
ican resolution, and resumed debate believed the division in the council
-Douglas, Ariz., April 21. Orion el
J
on the naval bill.
comconstitutionalist
arises over Chief of Police; Ben Coles.
Pelias Calles,
a
Coles is an efficient officer and his
procmander on the border, issued
appointment by the mayor would
lamation .'today assuring protection to
please many people, but there are
all Americans in hi territory in 'the
SUCCEEDS
Unitthe
between
to be at least two councilman
said
hostilitiesevent of
against- him. Doubtless the mayor's
ed States and Huwta. A large number of American women and children
TAUPERT AS EIAYOB wishes will prevail, and the council-mewill approve the appointment of
left Canauea today for the American
such officers as he desires to help
border.
LITTLE CEREMONY OCCURS AS him in. upbuilding the welfares of the
waa statit
eTty,
house
leaders,
NEW CITY ADMINISTRAcepted by '
1
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CAVE WHEN TENT COLONY

Union Sympathizers Lose Several Men,
While the National Guard Reports
One Private Killed
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the senate soon after it met at Mayor Robert J. Taupert, a t r
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council, which was a.tiend
t
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d
r
d
Huerta
offered
per
the
by
apologies already
covering
as "sufficient reparation" for. the Tam- whii h he was in office, for il
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pico incident, was
M. Smith.
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children, pos- tracks from the steel
bridge to a
ot t ,e bur. 1
sibly ten, were smothered to death In point north and
the fire that swept the Ludlow tent colony. ReiiUoi-- i omenta f.-- i K .r
and Walsenb ,rg .iily this i
colony last night following an
battle between military and strikers. swelled the n ilx r of mi.'i i.-- on K.tr
The party had taken refuge in a ground: to 1 CO.
cave, when the militiamen fired the
i
ine list of k, nutiMl a ,
tents. ,TJhe statement is .confirmed swelled to five th.s ntorwnj,
it
at the military camp at Ludlow, but seems certain Cut at bp.t a
s
y
more fell in j
the bodies have not been recovered.
a f';,h',.i. .
The discovery of the bodies will
The dead:
A. MAPwTTK, i.m,.- - - C
raise the number of victims to 20 or
.
t
miorei, a. majority of whom were womFirst regiment;. Denver.
en and children, fcarly this afternoon
LOUIS T1KAS, leader of tfaa Greek
the sites of the burned colony had not strikers, Ludlow colony.
been gone over, and It is. impossible
EDWARD FYLER, of the Luotovr

n

ed.

sion of the Colorado

a number of

to form an accurate estimate of the
exact number of deaths- Strikers who escaped 4 from the
tents last night reported to union
headquarters today that Mra. Rt H.
Jolly, the leader of the women strikers at Ludlow, is among those killed.
Her three months old baby was with
her yesterday. Mra Costa and two
children and Mra Frank Pedro and
two children are also said to have
bee-killed. No confirmation of the
identity of .the women and 'children
can. be given by the stale troops.
A large quantity of ammunition was
sent to the troops fr iu Trinidad on
thtt afternoon train. There has been,
no shooting at Ludlow today, but an
outbreak i expected at any time by
the militia officers.
John Lawwon Is said by military
officers to be in charge of the strikers at Ludlow. They declare he haa
new been seen several tunes
miring the.
d iv m f f i t rf tl
Us
will
I
v i i
H
vMj m i r t t le C
m t (1 iji in
( U

..

IE OTII

Trouble Was Precipitated by an Assault Upon Slililianiaa by
Striker, According to Official Report Tect Colony at Ludlow
Is Leveled to Ground by Bullets and by Fire Applied by
Order of the Officers Railway Officials Forced to
Operate Trains When Employes Refuse
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FRANK SXTDEli, aged 13.
An unconfirmed; irumor hi tliat

two

small children were smothered, to
death in the blaze that Twtci the colony at 9 olclock last night, and the:
bodies of other strikers are said to
he. still lying on yesterday's field of
battle.
Daylight roveaied. a some ot desolation in and a.bout Lndlow.
Oiily
one tent remained standing out of
200 or more which for six roon-thhae been the homes of several hundred strikers and their families;.
Husbands were separated
from
Wives, and mother lost their children
last night. In. the Kuul rush for wtfotv
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NEWS FROM THE CAIPTAL

Laa VeslaaLeadinQ Storo

WATCH

Writer Classifies Votaries of
sino at Monte Carlo.
S

-

f

.N.,
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-

Puts Them Into Three Classes, the
System Players, Hazy Players and
Punters, the Latter Largely
Predominating.
1
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Panama-Pacif-

by

Co.

International Exposition
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SUPERB FRIEZE FOR WONDERFUL EXHIBIT PALACE,
-PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, 1915.

T

PANAMA-

world will enjoy at Sau Francisco in 1915 the mot marvel
ous collection of sculpture ever presented at a universal epi-tion- .
f
The photograph above shows an exquisite
the rff Tplonment of th Industry, to be placed over the
entrance of the colossal Palace of Varied Industries. The figures are of
huge elm. The work Is by Ralph , Stackpole, the brilliant American
culptor, and represents one of his finest creations.
bas-relie-

Mil,

Monte Carlo. It seems to me that
people who put their money on the
green baize at the Casino of Monte
Carlo fall into three categories, says
Valentine Williams in ' New York
Press. There are system players,
the hazy players who come in
for an hour or two and who know
enough about the intricacies of the
game to systematize their play to some
extent, and, lastly, the punters.
One sees so many of the last class.
They hover about from table to table,
risking a louis here and a louts there,
setting more and more crestfallen as
their pockets empty, then, their last
louis gone, making a resolute bolt for
the door.
A caricaturist would find It veil
worth his while to make some
sketches of "Les Sorties du Casino."
The whole gamut of the human emo
tions is to be seen depleted on the
faesg of the people emerging front
the swing doors into the brilliant Ri
viera sunshine.
The real picturesqueness of gaming
at Monte Carlo, however, I have found
In the luxurious establishment whither
It is the chic thing to proceed after
the Casino is closed. 'Here are the
rich furniture, the elegant surroundings, the beautiful frocks, the hectic
atmosphere bred of high stakes, to
meet the demand of the most blase
of rakes as a setting for his "Progress."
The voice raised above a whisper
is silenced by reproachful glances,
piles of golden louiB, of large hundred-fran- c
gold pieces or flat green hundred-franc
counters and wads of pink
bank notes are scattered over
the smooth green baize, and there is
a grim intensity about the proceedings which acts like a tonic on jaded
nerves.
The croupiers are majestic and digand disnified, the waiters
creet in their movements; the band in
iah-blu- e

Vrw!L.
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Panama-Pacifi-

DOME

WORLD'S

AT

International Exposition
FOR

PALACE

GREATEST

OF

Co.

HORTICUL-

EXPOSITION.

UK photograph above shows the huj;e Palace of Horticulture at
International Exposition at San Franplaco
the Panama-Pacifiin 1915. The building will be constructed almost entirely of
The huge dome will be 180 feet in height and 152 feet
Class.
in diameter. At night colored searchlights placed within the building
will play upon the inside of the dome, giving it the appearance of a
magnificent soap bubble, iridescent with all the colors of the .rainbow.
The building will cover five acres.
c
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Roulette Room, Monte Carlo.

is pianisthe adjoining supper-rooThe men are all In evening
clothes, the women In, decollete, and I
doubt if the bank could pay for even
one or two of the necklaces that glitter on the necks of some of the women around the table.
There is one human emotion which
gamblers seem to banish. That is
mirth. As the light in the Casino
rooms is artificial, bo Is the atmosphere,. People do not laugh much.
It Is the contrast between the artificial atmosphere within the, Casino
and the natural beauty" of its surroundings without that constitutes the
charm of Monte Carlo a charm that
deadens the pain of many of the
wounds inflicted by the spinning rousimo.

V
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o
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THE WORLD'S FIRST INDOOR AEROPLANE
INTERNATIONAL

-PACIFIC

Co.

lette

FLIGHT,

EXPOSITION,

1915.

HE .world's first indoor aeroplane flight was' made by Lincoln Beachey, the American aviator, on the grounds of the
Panama-Pacifi- c
International Exposition in San Francisco.
Startins at one end of the Palace of Machinery, which is the
largest wooden frame structure in the world, being almost 1,000 feet in
length, Beachey attained a terrific momentum and rose into the air to a
distance of 300 feet At the
height of fifty feet, actually flying for
opposite end of the building barriers of cloth were held by assistants to
lessen the impact of the aeroplane. The machine, however, provided
with a hundred horsepower engine, easily tore through the cloth, and.
the aviator received a severe shaking op. The difficulties of the flight
were increased by the fact that the interior arrangement of the buildfeet in width,
ing consists of three longitudinal aisles each seventy-fiv- e
and Beachey flew down the center aisle, having to keep a strnlght course
in order to prevent the aeroplane from striking the great columns of the
aisle.

wheel.

-

PANAMA-

.

"SKEETER" WAR IS ASSURED
New Jersey Commissioners Organize
the Mosquito Extermination

Association.

Atlantic City, N. J. Permanent organization of all the counties in New
Jersey under the head of New Jersey
Mosquito Extermination association
was effected by the members of the
mosquito commissions of each county
created under a legislative act Ralph
Hunt of East Orange was elected
Dr. Joseph O'Connell,
president.
health officer of the port of New York,
and Dr. W. E. Barton, Connecticut
state entomologist, reviewed the work
and possibilities of mosquito extermination in territory under their jurisdiction.

Santa Fe, April' 21. State Senator
B. F. PanUey, through the efforts of
County Sfchooa Superintendent John
V. Conway, has donated an acre of
fine land for a school site in a new
school district just created' by
Conway. The district is situated in the far southeastern corner
of the county and will give schooling
to at least 20 children who had no i
school facilities whatever, all of them
oliildren of homesteaders from, the
east It will be known as "White 1
Lakes school district No. 41 and the
following school board has been elected: W. P. Berry, chairman; Charles
Atilano Sanchez,
Munford,
clerk;
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

VV

SWASTIKA COAL
H O LE SA I, E AND R E TA

I

L

$4,000 for Washington's Pistols.
New York. A pair of pistols carried
by George Washington throughout the
revolution were sold to K. H. Litchfield for $4,000 by the Nerwin Sates
oomttaiur.
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10c Muslin 7c Yard

memben,

This is a
Bleached
Muslin, firm heavy weave,
that we aell regularly at 10c
a yard. During this sale you
can buy as much as you
'
want.

An Extraordinary SaJe of
Silk Dress Patterns

The state will aid the new district
with $350, of which $300 will be used
toward a new school building and $50
toward the purchasing of furnitura
3lr. Conway held a meeting with the
residents of the new, district recently
and they signed an agreement to put
d
of the cost of
mp at least
the new building provided the state
would aid with
in cash.
The gift by State Senator Pankey,
who also recently gave money to buy
shoes for children who were kept out
of schools because of lack of footwear,
assures the erection of a modern
school building for a community sore
ly in need of it Work on the new
building begins next week and will be
pushed to completion before the next
school term commences.
j

Tomorrow we put on sale our full line of silk dress patterns, marked to effect a quick clearance. We have put
these in three lots, listed below. Undoubtedly these will sell
very rapidly so come early.

one-thir-

two-thir- ds

$1.25 Bed Spreads 93c
These come in a good weight
material, several patterns,
hemmed,, and a good value at

Silk Ratines, In nearly all colors and black'
and white. 36 Inches wide, five yards to a pattern.
Usually sold at $5.00 and $5.50 a pattern.
Mercerized

$1.25.

These come in. full size,
made of heavy material,
hemmed, several patterns to
choose from. This is an.
extra good value.

Silk Crepes, solid colors, in all the new shades,
electric green and blues, mahogany,
including tango
new rust, apricot, letc These come in five yard
lengths and usually sell at $12.50 and $13.50 a pattern.
Come early as this lot cannot last long.
h

Pattern

Will Grow Cactus

i

.25'

Pattern

35c Turkish Towels 22c

Beautiful designs in Figured Silk Crepes blue, green,
tan, brown, and black grounds, with dainty figures and

Persian designs. This fabrio is extremely popular
present. Regular price $15.00 a pattern,

,

$2 00 Spreads $1.63

Pattern

Spineless cactus will be grown in
Santa Fe school gardens this lyiear1,
County Superintendent Conway hav
ing furnished the gardens with plants
received from the department of agri
culture through the efforts of United
Statea Senator Thomas B. Catron.
Conway has also donated vegetable
and flower seeds.
An Interesting Case
Rather unusual are the circumstances that surround the suit for ""di
vorce brought this forenoon in the
district court by S'eferina Mascarenas
de Valdez of Rio Arriba county,
against Carlos Valdez, serving a term
in the penitentiary for murder. The
couple were married 32 years ago in
the Catholic church at Parkview.
There are four children living. The
cause given for ihe petition is the conviction of the huaband for a felony.

WINDOWS

We think the weather will be fair tonight and tomorrow cloudy.

Super-injtendie-

These are 22x45 inch extra
heavy bleached Turkish Toweling. Regular 35c, 3 for $1.

at

15c Turkish Towels

See Window Display of These

9k

20x36 heavy unbleached Turkish Toweling; either fringed or hemmed. A good value
at 15c.

Silks

15c Iluck Towels 10c
These are good grade cotton
Huck Towels; size 20x40.

For S25.00

25c Linen Towels 17c

may have your choice of our reguand
lar $32.50 oi $35.00

Made of heavy pure linen
Huck Toweling, 18x36 inch.
Regular 25a.

Printzess included.

In this lot you will
find all the popular materials taffetas,
moires, novelty woolens etc., also all the
wanted colors and black. The designs

50c Curtain Net 39c Yd.

were all carefully selected by an expert
on tailored wear, from the most comprehensive lines in the county so you

material comes 56
This
inches wide, in about a dozen
different patterns, both ecru
and white grounds. Bordered Scrims, Madras, etc. Tbis
is the opportunity you have
been waiting for.

NYou

suits-Woo- ltex

School Money Apportioned
The county superintendent of Mora
county, Manuel Madrid, has made his
apportionment of $5,849.55 on the basis
of a school census of 4,333, or $1.35
per capita. Buperiiftendeht C. C. Hill
of Chaves county also made his distri
bution, $5,402 or $1 per capita. He

This Net comes 54 inches
wide, in white and ecru. It's
a good value.

I

haa already distributed during this
fiscal year $2.75 per capita and has
another distribution to make in June.

are assured absolute correctness in

School to Have Closing Exercises

25c Curtain Material 18c

de-

sign and color, and an unqualified guar

Assistant Superintendent Filadelfo
Baca was notified today that the Tula-rasa schools will have their closing
exercises from April 26 to 30 and that
Superintendent White and the super
visor of industrial education, Miss
Mayers, have been invited to address
the schools.

$1.25 Linen Damask 98c
There's three patterns at

rantee of quality.

32 50 fvnd $35.00 Suits
Copyrieht

1914

The H. Black Co.

this price; iZ inohes wide;
full count linen, and every
woman who has ever used
Humidor Linens knows how
beautifully these linens wash

$25.00

A New Company
W. Netherlin & Brother of Socorro

15 Per CenCDiscount on
Children's Wear

FARMER'S WIFE
TOO ILLTO WORK

This includes a full line of children's
spring and summer dresses, also children's
summer coats. Without a doubt we are
showing a much larger line of these items
for children than any other store in Las
Vegas.

A Weak, Nervous Sufferer
Restored to Health by Ly-d- ia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

15 Per Cent Discount

"I am glad, to say
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound baa done
more for me than
anything else, and I
naa tne nest pnysi- tr"
t ; cian here. I was so
weak and nervous
wJ r
that I could not do
my work and suffered with pains low
down in my right
side for a year or
more. I took Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vege
table Compound, and now I feel like a
different person. I beliove there is
nothing like Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for weak women and
young girls, and would be glad if I
could influence anyone to try the medicine, for I know it will do all and much
more than it is claimed to do."
Mrs.
Clara Franks, R. F. D. No. 1, Maple-creFarm, Kasota, Minn.
Women who suffer from those distressing ills peculiar to their sex should
be convinced of the ability of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to restore their health by the many genuine
and truthful testimonials we are constantly publishing in the newspapers.

Groceries
Only one more day to take advantage
of these remarkable prices, as this sale
closes Wednesday night.
25 pounds

.

50 pound

Sugar
sack

pounds to a customer)

(25

.
Patent Flour .

TJ. S.

50 pound .sack Unity50 pounds Potatoes
10 pounds Pure Lard

Patent Flour
'

,
$1.00

$1.45
$1.40

90e

;

28

.

bars White Soap

Cash Only.

No

'.

$1.30

J..$1.00

Telephone Orders

Kasota, Minn.

that Lydia

(

i

IV
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Churches Must Care for Poor.
Chicago. Addressing a meeting in
thj interest of the ousting of saloons,
Rov. A. J. Francis said: "Until the
churches take in the thousands of
homeless, hungry, jobless men that
throng our streets, It ill behooves us to
say the saloon must go."

WATCH

If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia 13. Pinkhasn Vegetable CoinjMHUHlwili hHpyoiMvrUe

to I.yl i a E.Pinkham Metliei neo.
("onfi dential ) Lynn, Ma ss for ad-- v
ice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
and item in strict couiilettee.

---

4

filed incorporation papers today with he is hampered in his project to esm r r o n. am., muman tm
nn.ii
w .
t v vin.
bum
......,.,..,.1,1
the state corporation commission. The tablish a fish hatchery because' of the Positive in action for backache,
capitalization is $50,000 and the In- fund being used for other purposes, weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
corporators and directors are: W. N. but admits that the law directs the bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
Mathews and Claude I Mathews of use of the fund for other- purposes Texas, writes: "After taking two boti

-

St, Louis with 274 and 225 shares re- and that the present situation can be tles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheumatism and kidney trouble are com- spectively, and James. G. Fitch of So- remedied only by new legislation.
corro. The statutory agent is R. R.
nletelv none." Safe and effective. O.
McBride, 402 West Lead avenue, AlG. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
buquerque.
Adv.
A good wholesome cathartic that
An Albuquerque Failure
has a stimulating effect on the stomJerome Merker of Albuquerque to- ach, liver and bowels is
MONTANA STOCKGROWERS
Foley Catharday filed a petition in voluntary bankr tic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
Miles City, Mont., April 21 The
case
huptcy in the federal court. The
action, they keep you regular with no rtwenty-nintannual meeting of the
was referred to John W. Wilson, re- griping and no
efafter
unpleasant
Montana,
association
Stockgrowers'
feree in bankruptcy. The assets are fects. They remove that gassy dis- was opened here toay and will be
$1,106.95
tended feeling so uncomfortable to continued Over tomorrow. The meetgiven as $2,200 real estate,
in personal property and $1,054.57 in stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
ing is attended by many leading repopen accounts, the total being
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
resentatives of the live stock Indusas against $2,801.96 in liabil'

h

ities.

try.

Plans to extend the scope and

lnflueuce-o- f
Rheumatic Pains Relieved
the association are unWants Game Protected
Why Buffer from rheumatism .when der discussion.
Miles W. Barford of Silver City, relief
may be had at so email a cost?
president of the Sportsmen's associa- Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
Rub the joints With BALLARD'S
Mexico, "I have been
tion of Southwestern New
to attacks of SNOW LINTMENT to relieve rheumasubject
has written Game Warden T. C. de rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's tism.
It penetrates the flesh to the
Baca a strong protest against the pay- Liniment
always relieves me imme- bone conveying its soothing and reing out by the state auditor of any diately, and I take pleasure in rec- storative influence to
the spot where
money in (he game protection fund ommending it to others." 25 and 50 the
pain exists. Price ,25c, 50c and
for other purposes than that of game cent bottles. For sale by all dealers
$1.00 per fcottle.
Sold by Central
protection. Warden de Baca declares'
Adv.
Drug Co. Adv.
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INDIANA
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VICTORY
STATE

CONVENTION
BE
WILL
HELD IN INDIANAPOLIS, BE-- GINNING TOMORROW

Indianapolis, Ind., April 21. That
toe spirit of hope and' confidence
again animates the tweasts of the republicans of Indiana' was indicated by
the display of enthusiasm among the
party workers who gathered here In
large number today In readiness for
the state convention. Many of the
old leaders who have taken little active interest in the affairs of the
party for several years past were to
be seen about the headquarters at the
Hotel Severin.
The convention will hold Us
in Tomlison hall, .beginning tomorrow1 and continuing over Thurs
day. The program has been arranged
with a view to reviving the old time
nthusiasm among the rank and file
of the party. The action of the progressives in putting their own ticket
In the field precludes the possibility
of the two parties getting together in
the coming campaign. . Nevertheless
the republicans have let; it be known
that any of the former members who
desire to return to, the party fold will
llnd a cordial welcome awaiting them.
The proceedings tomorrow will partake largely of, the nature of a rally,
the real business of the convention
fceing left until the concluding dayi
At the opening session the principal
address will be delivered by William
Mr.
A, Prend'Srgast of New York.
.Prendergast was one of the founders
of the progressive party and made the
speech placing Theodore Roosevelt in
nomination for the presidency at the
s

--

a

Quick
Improvement Is Noticeable
When Proper Aid to Nutrition Is Given
A low state of the general health is
now the accepted cause of backwardness in children. So in the case of a

backward child it is best to look towards building up its health. It will
usually he found that the main trouble is in the food;, in lack of assimilation and digestion. Hence care should
be taken In the kind of food given to
the child. This, with plenty of air
and exercise,, .should bring about a
change for the better.
Watch the condition of the bowels,
to note whether the waste is being
passed off or not, or whether it is be
ing passed too freelyi, If either condition prevaiis giev a small dose of that
Dr. Caldgentlest of all laxative-tonicwell's Syrup Pepsin. Thousands of
mothers will testify to the wonders it
haa wrought in the liveB of their own
children, and for that reason legions
of families like 'those of Mrs. Daisy
McBroom, Hillsboro Ind., are never
without It in the house. She is the
mother of Lucile and has been using
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin for Lucile
since she was two. Mrs. iMcBroom
says it saved Lncile's life. It is the
standard1 family medicine, In the
s,

home.

It

is pleasant to the taste and eo

perfectly safe that it is given to Infants, and yet Is equally effective for
Chicago convention in 1912. Last November ha withdrew from the progressive party and renewed his affiliation
with the republicans.
The convention will nominate candidates for United States senaTSr and
for all state offices,, with the exception of governor and lieutenant
gov-ern-

There are several aspirants
in the field for nomination to run

TT4
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Greatest cf
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THE MOST TALKED OF PLAY IN YEARS

YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE,

r

THRE2

mm)

Pain along the back, dizziness, headache and general langour. Get a package of Mother Gray's AROMATIC-LEAF- ,
the pleasant root and herb
cure for all Kidney, Bladder and Urinary troubles. When you feel all run The most wonderful
thin? In , the world
InVA
down, weak and without energy use
ATnrARAftri. In- thaw Vw.l
.. J.J'II. O I 1..
'
And
rn
amonsr
those aida anil onmrnrtlllltlllt.
this remarkable combination of namothers
la
expectant
ture's herbs and roots. As a tonic Mother a Friend." ; the well known
Thl9 fa an ftxfornal
a titI
I,,
laxative it has no equal. Mother Gray's
.
enahta- thn o h.lnm in'.
. l Miimua
u.uDUM m Jt V.UIil.J
Aromatic-Lea- f
is sold by Drugglsta or more
pliant, to expand naturally without
sent by mail for 50 cts. Sample sent uimuo pam jrora ins strata upon cords
ligaments.
LUCILE McBROOM
FREE. Address, The Mother Gray and
In almost every settled community are
dv.
Women who have enjoyed the blessing of
All druggists sell it Co., Le Roy, N.
grown people.
hhh umiraa remeaiaj ana nelpiul embroand the price, is only fifty cents and
cation. Their daughters have grown up
one dollar a bottle, the latter for fam- INTER NATIONAL LEAGUE OPENS to learn of its splendid assistance.
Appnea as aircctea upon those muscles
ilies who need it regularly.
New York, April 21. The season of Involved It soothes the flna network nf
nerves
Dr. Caldwell"s Syrup Pepsin has no
which all tha tn.wnin.
the International baseball league, SUDPiied. with
Thim A rrnt a.npa nf
t.- qual :? a cure for .constipation, indi- which was opened today with games so much dreaded may be avoided and the
gestion, biliousness, headaches, sour in four cities, Is expected to develop period oi expectancy passed, through In
ease and comfort.
stomach, gas on the stomach, liver some interesting doings before the
Anvthinsr
M,,nu
a th.it n (Mu
i.ni.ui .
must be counted as a blessing Indeed.
trouble and kindred complaints. It
umpires call their last "out" on the
in a utue dook sent by mall much
has so many adavntagea that those wind-uInformation is given to Inexperienced
day at the end of September.
who once use it, forever after discard
motners.
tells how to use "Mother's
In two cities of the circuit, Buffalo Friend" andit how
to avoid caking breasts.
cathartics, salts, pills and other coarse and Baltimore, the league is to have Oet a bottle
and- write for book to
remedies, for they are seldom advis- the opposition of the Federals. These BradfleM Kegulntur Co., 409 Lamar Bldfj.,
i?9 sure you get "Mother's
(Jtt
Atlanta,
able and should never be given to are two of the strongest cities of the
children.
organization and the results of the
Families wishing to try a free sam- invasion of the Federals will be ule
provides for a season of 154
ple bottle can obtain it postpaid 'by watched with close interest "
games, with September 27 as the closaddressing Dr. W. B, Caldwell, 419
The International starts the season ing date.
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A with very few changes since last
postal card with your name and ad- year. The managerial roster remains Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold
dress on It will do.
When you have a cold you want
unchanged, with the exception that
Larry Schafly has relinquished the the best medicine obtainable so as to
against Senator Benjamin F. Shively, helm at Jersey City to become pilot get rid of it with the least possible deThere are many who consider
who, has been nominated on the demo-c'ratl- for the Buffalo club in the Federal lay.
ticket. Among those whose league. Rudy Hulswltt has succeeded Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsur
passed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Elida, Ohio,
names are most prominently mention- Schafly at Jersey City.
In the inaugural festivities
today says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
ed in connection with the senatorial
nomtnatloi are Addison C. Harris of the Toronto team plays at Providence, was cured of a severe cold and cough
Indianapolis, former United States Baltimore entertains the Buffalo team, by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
minister to Austria; W. L. Taylor Montreal lines up at Jersey City and years ago, I have felt kindly, disposed
of that
former attorney general: HiieH Mi'ler Rochester meets the Newark cham- toward the manufacturers
The league sched- - preparation. I know of nothing so
of Columbus, former lieutenant gov-- pions In Newark.
quick to relieve a cough or cure
cold." For sale by an dealers. Adv.
Y.-A-

mm
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Full'The

By EUGENE WALTER, author of "Paid in
Way," "Fine Feathers," etc.
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KENTUCKY

O

.

-

-

Friday

-

Saturday

FOR CASH ONLY
-

We eae going to put on saJe our entire stock of Spring
sxnd Summer merchandise for

fro no

.

This means you can buy S1.00 worth of clean
merchandise for 75c.

The Play tha.t held New York a.nd Chicago
Spellbound for one Whole Season
A Story of the Great Hudson Bay Country. Redolent
with the
of the Canadian Woods

CLUB WOMEN

Excellent Cast, Elaborate Scenic Production
SEATS CN SALEMT MUSPEEY'S TUESDAY

prices

Table No. 2

Ladies' Waists, high or low necks,

up-to-da- te

65c Corset Covers
60c Drawers . . . .
35c Drawers
$1.25 Gowns
fl.00 Gowns

to f 3. 50 values, for cash

S1.00

Table Linens
39c
49c
69c
45c

v

Mercerized-..- .

$1.00
60c All Linen
$1.00 A11 Linen
$1.25 All Linen
$1.50 All Linen

..70c
85c

Dress Gingham

m

n ti
i

6th Street

.....69c

35c Values...
50c Values
65c Values
75c

7c to 25c Values, for Cash
5c

Cash

12 tfc

Muslin
15c Silkolines
15c Percales
15c Curtain Scrims

,

12c Outing

Values.

.59c
69c

$1.25 Values.
1 .50 Large Sizes
1.75 Colors and White.
2.25 Fringes
3.50 Spreads
4.75 Spreads
5.00 Spreads

lie
...10c

90c
$1 . 10
--

............

;

...
.

1.25
1.70

2.60
3.98
4.10

Infants Wear

9c

9c

T7

39c
45c

$1.00 Values

9c
.'.

.19c

Bed Spreads

Laces and
Embroideries

$1.10

12c to 15c quality, for
9c

45c
..39c
25c
85c

Tsxble No. 4
.25c

35c Cotton- 65c Mercerized
75c Mercerized.

Children's Dresses

Muslin Underwear

.25

Dressesi

Caps, Hose, Shoes, Bootees,
Cloaks, Bath Robes

Everything Needed for Baby

n

rv

Sl.SO,

Sl-OO-

75c

,

BAIN WAGON

MEET

Louisville, Ky., April 21. An army
of club womien recruited from every
section of Kentucky invaded Louisville
today and will remain in possession
of the city until the end of the week,
The occasion of the gathering is the
twentieth annual convention of the
state federation!, All signs point to
one of the most successful, as well
as the largest conevntion ever held by
the organization. Mrs. Percy V. Pen,
njybackcr, president of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs, is to be
present as the guest of honor. The
business sessions" of the convention
are to be held in the auditorium of
the Seelbach hotel and will be interspersed with a number of features of
social entertainment prepared by the
local clubs.

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

I
I

,

A Cure for Sour Stomach
Mrs. Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I an
When run down with kidney trouble, Creek, Mich, writes: "I have been well. These
tablets are splendid--!
backache, rheumatism or bladder troubled with Indigestion, sour stom none better." For sale
by all dealeraj
weakness, turn quickly for help to ach and toad breath. After taking two
Adv..
I
Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take
them into your system without having good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him-roN. Y., says: "Foley Kidney Pills
.v.'.v'.."."
have done me more good than 1150.00
worth of medicine." They give good
results. O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store- .- Adv.

Table No. 3

-

-

THE OLD RELIABLE

'i

TO BE REPRESENTED
Washington, April 21. Great Britain, Germany, Argentine, China, Bulgaria , and a number of other countries will be represented at the third
international child, welfare congress
which is to begin its sessions in this
"
city tomorrow. The National Congress of Mothers ana Parent Teachers' associations has charge of the
gathering. The discussions will deal
with the relations respectively of the
child
home, school and state with
welfare.
COUNTRIES

1

Easiest

y

loeey
Wednesday Thursday

Table No.

i

v

n

f

APRIL 21, 1914.

ernor of the state; Frank A. Ball, a
wealthy manufacturer of Muncie, and
Edgar D. "Tjrumpacker of Valparaiso,
for more than 15 years a representative, in congress from the Tenth district.

Return

Mo HoQlth

HOPEFUL OF

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

ers PET uwm tmwe
i

as Vegas

Children's Diseases Very Prevalent
Whooping cough is about everywhere. Measles and scarlet fever almost as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for Inflamed throats
and coughing. Mrs. L C. Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three
children had sever attacks of whooping cough, and a very few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great relief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
GEORGIA

CONGRESS

DRAINAGE

Brunswick, Ga., April 21.Drain-ag- e
and reclamation projects of particular interest to this state were discussed today at the annual meeting
of the Georgia drainage congress. Tomorrow the elegates wll lproceed in
a foody to Savannah to attend the
pprning of the national drainage congress in that city.
A

valuable

dressing

for

flesh

wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
chafed skin, is BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT; It is both healing and

antiseptic.
per bottle.
Adv.

Price

25o,

COc

and

$1.00

Sold by Central Drug Co.

f

(
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nco
Wife in the country ?
All alone in the house ?
Caught in the rain last night?
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k
,

I don't care.

this morning?

An ironing board, a damp cloth and a turn
f the electric switch and in 5 minutes my
trousers look like new.
And when my wife comes back I am going
to get her an Electric Percolator, an Electric
Samovar, an Electric Range, an Electric Toaster
and an Electric' Hot Water Cup.
I have been told all about these things for
years. Now I' have actually used an Electri:
Flatiron and I know all the ekctric comforts that
I have been missing.
.

V

LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Mexico. The situation is considerably
from that gf a declaration of Weak Limp CHcn
different
IAILY
1 i
war upon a nation. If it develops into
Lead la Serians Illness
that it will be the fault of the defacto
have weak lungs, you are generIf
you
ESTABLISHED 1879
ally subject to colris or thront trouble
Mexican government.
and easily susceptible to serious Lung
In mauy eiiHen pueuraonia or
Trouble.
In this, connection it is worth while
bronchial troubles leave the lungs In a
Published by
much weakened condition. Eekmau's Alremembering that;the
terative Is a medicine (or the throat and
form a tremendous majority of the
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
lungs which baa beed found to be wry
who
beneficial, eveu when a change of clluiata
population of .Mexico. The men
(Incorporated)
and other treatments failed to bring rehave been fighting and the men who
lief. Kead of this case:
231 S. Atlantic Ate.. Haddonfleld, N. 3.
have been leading and agitating form
"Gentlemen: In the fall of 1SK I conEditor. a small
a Tery severe cold which settled
tJ. M. PADGETT
tracted
Mexican
the
of
proportion
At last I began to ralse
.on mylunis.
and my physician tben told me I
peopla The president's attitude of sputum,
At
must go to California Immediately.
tbls time I was advised to take Eckman's
sympathy toward these people who
comand
home
I
at
iterative.
stayed
are being ground between the. upper
menced taking It the Inst week in October. ,1 began to Improve, and the first
and; the nether mlllBtone is one that
wek In January. ltMKi, I resumed my regular occupation, having gained 25 pounds,
will meet the approval of the nation.
Entered at the postoflice at East The
restored to health., It is now seven
fully
the
president's statement' puts
years Elnce my recovery tias been effected,
tM Vegas, New Mexico for trans- government
I cannot praise Eckman's Alterative
of the United States on and
too highly."
mission through the United States record
W. M. TATEM.
for jus
(Signed)
positively
clearty.and
second class matter.
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
ps&lis
honor
and
the
of
defense
and?
tice
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
prestige of the nation and we, can go
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
Into Mexico on n" other platform. We
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
g
no narcotics, poisons or
too
this
to
Contains
long
have
give
neglected
Dally, by Carrier
drugn. Ask for booklet telling
it
that
05 honor and prestige the defense
of recoveries,
and write to Eckman
Per Copy
Pa., for eviPhiladelphia.
Laboratory,
Santa Fe New' Mexican.
.15 needed
One Week
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
.65
and E. G. Murphey and Red Cross
One Month
7.50
.
One Year
Drug company.

OPTIC
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will be close to the Atlantic fleet,
which she can join at any time."
The Texas is ready for sea duty on

LOSS

OF

short notice.

L1LE IN BATTLE
REFORESTATION

ON

J

-

u

Daily, by Mail
One Tear (In advance)
Bix Month! (In advance)
One Year (In arrears).
g!r Months (in arrears)
WEEKLY

16.00
3.00

-

7.00
3.75

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
$2.00
1.00

One Year
Bix Montha

WILL LET COMMERCIAL
CLUB HANDLE SIII1W
THE COUNTY FAIR ASSOCIATION
WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THE
EAST SIDE INTERESTED

DIAZ WILL

GENERAL

NOT GO TO MEXICO
THS AGED FORMER
IS

PRESIDENT

RECOVERING FROM ILLNESS AT MONTE CARLO

'

of
time for consideration
accord
fairs'
now
at
is
hand,
county
(Cash In Advance for Mail
ing to members of the San Miguel
Subscriptions.)
'draft
checkT'
or
County Fair association, and if the
money
Kewlt by
want an
ffffder. If sent otherwfse we will not people of San Miguel county
time
the
is
now
next
fall
exhibition
loss.
te responsible, for
to prepare the list of prizes and thus
on
free
application.
copies
Specimen
encourage te farmers to exert them
selves to produce the best possible
AT
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
for display.
crops
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Last year there Beemed to be some- PAID FOR
misunderstanding between the East and
West sides on the county fair propo- Advertisers are guaranteed the cition, but this year the officers of
targest daily and weekly circulation the County Fair association are will
ot any newspaper in northern New ing to turn the entire proposition over
to the Commercial club and let that
Mexico.
organization handle the exhibition.
This method will result in harmony
TELEPHONES
and larger measure of success. This
Business Office
Main 2
statement was made today..
'
Wews Department
Main 2
Last year the fair was successful
but it should have btm better. The
San Miguel County Fair association
TUESDAY, APRIL 2t, 1914.
officers used their best efforts to
make it a success, but they say the
TOK MEXICO'S GOOD
hindered perfect
lask of

The

21. General
Monte Carlo, April
Porfirio Erlaz, formerly Mexican dictator, has come here to recover !'frdra
the effect of ah attacs. of grippiti. Ho
"8
is accompanied by his wife.
The convalescence of the general,
who is nearly 84, is progressing nor
mally, although he is troubled with
deafness. He shows great interest in
Mexico news and besides reading all
available newspapers receives many
private telegrams on the subject. Gen-ra- l
Diaz resolutely refused today to
make any comment whatever on the
action of the United States toward
General Huerta, although correspondents reminded him of his often repeated remark that the only circunv
stances under which he would return
to Mexico would be when peace was
established or when his country was
attacked by a foreign power. Some
months ago General Diaz urged Gen
eral Huerta, as an act of patriotism,
of
to retire from the dictatorship
.Mexico in favor of some one
who
could obtain the confidence of all fa:
success.
It is to be, hoped that the United
of a big county fair is tions in the country.
The
boosting
'.? ates, in its efforts to secure from
not only" an encouragement to the
he Hnerta regime in Mexico proper
farmers to raise better products for
respect, and courteous treatment for
but it materially SUPERDHEffiAHGHIS
its citizens, 'be they army or navy of- display at the fair,
the entire crop, as the farm
increases
ficers or private individuals, will be
results.
FOR SERVICE
able to do something for the lasting ers work for general
The prizes offered last year were
benefit of the unfortunate neighbor
well worth the efforts of the agriculThe United States has no
republic.
This feature could be made THE NEW YORK AND THE TEXAS
turists.
quarrel with General t'arranza and even
better
this year- RECENTLY COMPLETED, ARE
his fighting commander, General Villa,
A. Hunker, secretary of the
Chester
BEING STOCKED
'but, after general Huerta has been
fair association, this morning suggest
disposed of, If the constitutionalists
should show a disposition to continue ed that the Commercial club consider ' New York, April 21. The new sup- to forment strife in. Mexico, it might the proposition of handling the fair erdreadnaughts New York and Texas,
of
he. best for the United States to deal and thus bring about
tte two largest battleships in th-- i
both Bides of the river that will make touches on the vessel has been
with them with a firm hand.
waters soon. It was anThis is not exactly advocacy q in- the fair a "success.
nounced at the Brooklyn navy yard
tervention, but with Huerta out of the
way, which Is a condition
tire to
today that the New York, which was
exist if the United States is forced
placed in commission last week, would
to deal with him harshly, this country UBS. JJUIES
sail for Guantanamo, Cuba, on Sun"would be in a position to persuade the
day. The New York has been under
Mexican people to hold a fair election
orders for some ..time to proceed to
DIED THIS
at which a constitutional president
sea for her "shaking down." Since
could lie elected.
It would not be
the Mexican situation became- - acute
amiss,' either for the United States DEATH CAME AT HER HOME FOL the work of putting the finishing
to intimate strongly that this nation
LOWING AN ILLNESS OF
touches on the vessel has been rush
"would feel
ed. A large quantity of ammunition
SEVERAL WEEKS
obliged to uphold the
bands of the regularly elected Mexican
was being stowed away on the New
president In the task of maintaining
Mrs. James O'Byrne died this morn York and the Texas today.
;uiii.f
order. In other words, Mexico should ing at 10 'o'clock,-- at her residence,
"Unless orders to the contrary; .are
t
be informed 'that It is about time for 1022 Douglas avenue.' Mrs. O'Byrne received before Sunday," said an, .off(
the civil strife which is devastating was stricken with, paralysis about two icial at the yard, "the New York wjlil
the country to come to an end.
months ago and had been confined to proceed to Guantanamo. There she
o
her bed f iiica Her recovery was de
' '
first, but her
EXCEIXEND WIRK SERVICE spairedthi from the'came
as a shock
STOIICSI TROUBLES
death
morning
to her rftaUves and friends.
Have you noticed what excellent
)i
?
Mrs. O'yruo was 58 years of age.
j.
service the Associated Press is furwas born in Dayton, O., where
She
nishing The Optic on the Mexican war she resided until she was 14
years Or
The (bulletins and news
situation?
EaglaaJ Writet Intcrcstuif
!jhe liyedj jn Chicago
Imatter come directly into The Optic of age. J
and ln'Kansas.' Her maiden name
Letter on TLis Subject
office over our specially leased wire.
was Elizabeth Quinn. On October
,
were
down
bulletins
posted
Today
she was united in marriage to
town in a conspicuous place, for th (1877
James
O'Byrne in Emporia. Kan. They
benefit of the public. The ..news
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas; A;
on a farm near that city for
resided
t comes directly
to this, office.... from
Several years,1 and feame to New Mex- Radand. of this Dlace. writes- Washington, Tampico, Vera Cruz, and ico 15
ht
years ago, locating in Las Ve- been taking Thedford's
other centers. where interest is focusfor indigestion, and other stomach troub
where
have
since
resided.
gas,
they
ed. It is gathered and handled by exBesides her husband, Mrs. O'Byrne les, also coias, and find it to be the very-bes-t
perts and The Optic Is glad to fur- - is survived
medicine I have ever used.
Miss
by her daughter,
rash the bulletins to the public.
After taking
for a few
will
Short
services
Sadie
'O'Byrne.
In accordance with the rules of the
I always feel like a new man."
be held at the home ;' Thursday mom- - days,
Associated Press The Optic Is allow--;
nausea, heartburn, pain
at 9:30 o'clock, followed by re-- I 8n Nervousness,
d to post the bulletins In only ona 'lng
of
mass at the church at 10 nesspitafter stomach, and a feeling of fullquiem
eating, are sure symptoms o!
place and is not allowed to sell them o'clock. The Las
Vegas council of the stomach
J
and should be given the
to anyone.
trouble,
j
Knights of Columbus, of which Mr. proper treatment, as your strength and
o
will
O'Byrne la a past'!;grand tonight,
health depend very largely upon
your
'
SOT WAIt OST THE MEXICAN have charge of the funeral arrange- food and its digestion.
ments. Mrs. O'Byrne was a- devout
To get quick and 'permanent relief
PEOI'LE
Catholic. She took an active Interest from these ailments, you should take
There is much reason and common in the work of the Ladies' Altar so a medicine of known curative merit.
,'if fise In the statement, of the presiciety and the Ladies" Aid society. The lis 75 years of splendid success, in the
roalcfuneral will be. hold from the Church treatment of just such troubles, proves
is
no
dent that there
intention of
the real merit of Thedford's
w
r ' ;M f C j.C'.J 'i ,f
Mdl, of the Immaculate Conception.
In
KanSafe, pleasant, gentle in action,
a
has
Mrs.
Hit
t.
sister
f
to
d
O'Byrna
bt
it is sura
ftllltll I it i. u sas City, Mrs. Sarah Roberts, and !a tnd without bad
l1Q l..'ul h
young and old. For cat
iilti'lu) ty d p'lMirt v n'ed j brother In Strong City, Kan., James to benefit both Price
jverywhere.
" ; 1 j j. '( pi" M lit of 'Qninu.
2c
i
c ia
;

lit i ill

rush-souther- n
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battle
Major Hamrock and a small detail
held the Ludlow station with men entrenched In box cars 'in the railroad
yards.
Lieutenant Linderfelt and "16 men
were on Water Tank Hill and bodies
of strikers were firing from the C. and
S.
E. tracks, the hills on the west
and the trenches in the colony. In the
Charge the strikers were driven back,
and when darkness fell the ' troops
were near the colony, directing their
Are toward the C. and S. pump house
north and west of the colony, where
the strikers made their last determin
ed stand. The structure was literally
riddled with bullets before Louis
and a few followers retreated to
the protection of a small railroad
bridge. A little later Tikas and two
companions weYe shot down by the
soldiers as they were running from
the bridge to an arroyo at the rear of
the colony.
Strikers say that Tikas fell while
trying to lead a party of women and
children to places of safety up the
Hasting road.
of rifle
Several thousand
ammunition were exploded last night
in the fire that destroyed the tents.
The explosive was stored in the tents
of John Lawson, according to the military report. When soldiers, under
the cover of fire ot thei,r comrades,
fired the tents, a party of women ran
screaming toward the lines. "DynaINSTITUTE FOR INDIAN mite" they shrieked.
The troops were partly ordered back
and
a little later the popping of the
SCHOOL INSTRUCTORS
cartridges began and lasted for several minutes.
Frank Snyder was killed in the
BE
OF
FE
SCENE
WILL
SANTA
tents late yesterday in an effort to
INTERESTING AND USEFUL
save his baby sister who had unnotGATHERING
iced scrambled out of the trench in
Santa Fe. April 21. H. B. Pearls which the family had taken refuge
of Washington, supervisor of United and was toddling along the line of
States Indian schools; H. F. Cogges-hal- fire.
Th& boy had overtaken the child
superintendent of the United
States Indian school; Assistant Super- and had just succeeded in pushing the
intendent Snyder, Rupert F. Asplund little girl back into the trenches when
of the state department of education, he was decapitated by a rifle shot.
Three machine guns were used by
and Paul F. Walter,' assistant director
of the School of American Archaeol- the soldiers. The first was set up
Ludlow
and two more brought
west
of
ogy, held an important conference at
the palace of the governors this after- by the Trinidad troops were stationed
noon and assured for Santa Fe the at the steel bridge and vicinity. Latholding of a, summer; institute of In- er the depot was utilized as a fort,
dian school tieiaohers which is to he and from this point the rapid fire gun
attended by the teachers and em- ,raked the tents with a merciless fire.
were cut to
ployes of the Indian schools of New Scores of the tents
Mexico and Arizona and from such shreds by the hail of steel bullets.
Premo Larse, the
old son of
other nearby states as nwy find it
''
Louis Larse of this city, was killed
convenient)
At least a hundred Indian school shortly after o'clock yesterday near
teachers will come for a two weeks the tents. In company with a party
Institute and many will stay longer to of friends at Hastings, he was passattend the summer school of the New ing in the vicinity of the pumphouse
Mexico Institute of Science and Edu- when he was killed by a stray bullet.
Fourteen employes of the C. and S.
cation. Arrangements are under way
by which both institutes will work in members of the train crews which
close
yesterday refused to take out a train
j
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AT TAUPERT'S
11

GENERAL .HERRING
ADJUTANT
MAKES PLANS FOR PRQTEC?
TION OF THE BORDER , ,.
-

STEAMER

GOES AGROUND

Newport, Ore., April 21. The
gas schooner Irene ran aground
today at the entrance to Alsea Bay.
A life saving crew in' a powerboat
hurried to the schooner, - Later tha
Irene was reported was resting easy
in no particular danger.

34-t- on

Santa Fe, N. M., ; April 21. Adju
tant General Harry T. Herring, Lieutenant Frederick C. Test of the United States army and National Guard
officers were in conterence today at
the capital discussing and preparing
Should the
plans of mobiliziation.
call come, it is intended of the New
Mexico National Guard to be the first
militia of any state to reach the border in full numbers. In fact, acting
upon orders from the war department,
Adjutant General Herring and Lieutenant Test began some time ago to
prepare mobilization plans and these
are complete in every detail, even so
far as to filing with the state corporation commission the special railroad
rates for moving the militia
are expected to be on duty In
cruiting up the companies and mustering in new companies has been rushed and an inspection of the entire
guard with the exception of the companies at Santa Fe has just been completed. Of course, the guard, if called out at all, would be used primarily
along the border within New Mexico.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, April 21. The market
closed strong despite the Mexican

crisis. The last sales were as follows:
73
Amalgamated Copper
100
Sugar . ... ..
95
Atchison
109
Northern Pacific
161Va
Reading
90
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
58
tlnited States Steel
108
United States Steel, pfd

com-worl-

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

'Kansas City, April 21. Hogs, re-- ;
ceipts 13,000. Market steady.. Bulk,
heavy $8.558.62;
$8.408.60;
packers and butchers $8.458.(50;
lights 58.358.55; pigs $7.508.25.
McCULLOUGH IS RELEASED
Cattle, receipts 7,500. Market steaTopeka, Kan., April 21. Earl
Prime fed steers $8.G09.S0;
dy.
pitcher for the local Western dressed heef steers
$7.508.50; westleague team, was released toay to the ern steers
southern steers
$78.65;
Keokuk club of the Central associaheifcows
$4.505.50;
tion, according to Manager Gear who $6.508.25;
and feedera
stockers
ers
$6.759;
also announced the unconditional rebulls $5.507; calves
lease of Bob Riggs, outfielder, and $6.909.25;
$6.5010.
the purchase of Outfielder Wakefield
Sheep, receipts 11,000. Market steaof the Denison, Texas,' club,
dy. Lambs $6.5O8.20; yearlings ?6
7.50; wethers $5.76.75; ewe3
Subscribe for The Or tie.
$.475.
.

FATAL "JOY RIDE"
Chicago, April 21 A two days' Joy

ride across northern Illinois, with frequent stops at wayside inns, brought
young Raymond Harrison into court
today to stand trial on a charge of
hieing responsible for the death of
Marjorie Chauneey. Harrison
and 'the girt w'ere companions on the
.automobile trip, which ended when
Miss Chauneey" took 4 fatal dose of
mercury. ' Before site died in the Chicago hospital the girl is alleged to
have said she took the poison on a
dare from her companion. Both Haf-risd-n
and the victim of the tragedy
belonged to respectable families re' i
siding on the South sid.
$PR

NJ,,i

EST A IN SAN ANTONIO
Tex., April 2i The

San. Antonio;

anniversary of the battle of San (Jacinto, hich resulted in
the wresting. o Texas and all the
'
vast territory westward to California
Mexicans,
was celebrated in
from the
San Antonio today. The celebration
was combined with the opening of the
annual spring fiower carnival. The
crowd of visitors was one of the largest ever entertained here,
seventy-eight-

h

;

ROME OBSERVES BIRTHDAY j
Rome, April 21.' Rome kept 'a holiday today In celebration of the two
thousand six hundred and sixty seventh anniversary of tha founding of

the city. Although the year ot the
foundation of the city.hy Romulus, Is
officially recognized as 39G1 of the
Julian period, or 753 B. C. recent
'
archaeological discoveries Indicate
that it should be moved hack many
centuries. '

after-effec- ts,

'v

-i

Santa Ife, April 21. Don P. John'
son, supervisor of the Jemea and
Peooe forests, has. returned from an
inspection trip of the Ramon Vigil
grant, on which ne completed arrangements for
in fire protec'
tion of the forested area. Ashley
Pond, the manager for the Detroit
millionaires who have bought the
grant, has agreed with Mr. Johnson
on an effective plan.
"The reforestation In progressr on
this grant in spots where it has been
cut over by lumbermen, is simply mar
velous," said Mo. Johnson today. "On
the extreme western limits of 'the
igrant and also at other points, the
trees are again springing up and with
the least care the grant will again
TTeoome a splendid forest, especially
well adapted to a grass preserve for
elk, wild turkey, while at the head
of Water and other canyons beaver
colonies would feel right at home."
Mr. Johnson is 'much interested in
the establishment of the proposed Na
tional Cliff 'City park In the' country
'
surrounding tie' Ramon' Vfgil grant!
The entire section is covered with
hundreds of mounds of communal
dwellings and within an area of 20
W 30 miles there are 20,000 cave and
cliff dwellings which, the new owners
of the grant and the forest service are
protecting.

j

I

NEARMIN1DAD

VI5IL GRANT

FOREST SUPERVISOR IS SURPRIS-.) ED AT THE PROGRESS
BE-- i
ING MADE

bearing reinforcements, were discharged this morning by Superintendent J. H. Abrams. Master Mechanic
Andrew Roach and Dispatcher S. E.
Willis, who manned the fengine were
slightly injured by a heavy boltlnurled
through the cab window by1 & strike
sympathizer as the tralny Fas luaving
the local yards.
f"
Twenty strikers early today sole a
D. and R, G. engine from the railroad
yards at El Moro, loaded it with men
and ammunition and ran it to Barnes
station, a mile east ot. Ludlow, where
it was unloaded and returned to El
Moro in custody of two strikers. The
night watchman says he cannot identify the men who took the engine.
Major Hamrock,.. in fe. statement this
morning, declared that the fighting
yesterday was precipitated by a crowd
of Greek strikers under Louis Tikas,
who, opened fire upon a detachment
of his men while they were drilling
near the military camp and in sight
of the tent colony.
Wives of strikers, who took refuge
in the Ludlow station, late last night
corroborated this statement. Earlier
in the day the major ordered Tikas
to release
a striker, who was
desirous of returning to work. Telephone-lines
in the vicinity of Ludlow, cut during yesterday's fighting,
. '
are still out of service.
.

AWFUL

WANTED Clean
Optic office.

coiton rags

Why this store sells

'to

Redfetn
n

stand for distinctive, authoritative
for
al0 dependable quality of fabrics and workmanshipthese essentials which mean so much to you, Vladam,
in the satisfactory service you are to receive from your Coat or
TOT only ,floes Redfern

A

11

style, but

suit.

If you have not yet inspected the 'newest Redfern nxodcte. v e

suggest an early visit to this store, where the smartest of tLz
new Coats and suits are how on view. You
will be delighted by the individuality of the
styles and by the exceptional value at every
price.
We are also anxious for you to see the new wash, frocks made
by Du Broc's. Prices range from $1.50 to $15.00.
Tns'
'

'5

Stons or quality
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LA8 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

tations that the republicans were
"lacking in proper regard for the
.
honor of the flag."
"But we must also think of that
which the flag covers, the citizens of
the United States," he. said. "One
hundred and fifty American citizens
have perished on Mexican soil. I cannot, in demanding atonement of the
Insult at Tampico, overlook these
I cannot pass these murders
by silently without saying that here
is a greater wrong to be atoned, and
a wrong which must not be and shall
not be repeated.
"I cannot be put in a position where
I appear to pick, and Choose between
the factions that ..today tear Mexico
asunder. I cannot join, in any resolution which puts tho United States
in the position of preferring one murderer and leutthroat above another
murderer and cutthroat.
'

COUNTRY AWAITS

PERSONALS

ACTION OF

Adelaido Gallegos left yesterday for
Denver where he will be employed.
Jan van Houten of Raton came in

SENATE

last night for a short business visit.

out-rage- a

B. L. Lighton of Denver was a commercial visitor in this city today.
6. Haskell of Ribera came in last
night for a brief business visit in this

(Continued from Page One)

asked about the orders to Admiral
city.
'
"
Dr. W. Martin of Antonchico arrived Fletcher.
would
be
very unwise for me
"It
in Las Vegas last night for a short
"
at this time," was
to
anything
say
business visit.
Cook Ely of Nolan, N. M., came in his reply.
"Well Done
Says Lodge
last night for a short business visit
Senator Lodge opened the debate.
in this city.
"In a situation of high seriousness
C. Longmoor of Fort Sumner, N.
now confronts congress it is well
as.
in
visitor
Las
a
was
uainess
lif.,
to remember the responsibility of the
'
Vegas today.
to
Captain W. B. Brunton of Shoema- senate," he began. "The power
ker came in this afternoon for a short declare war rests, under the constitution, with the congress. When the
"business visit.
W. F. Stephenson of El Paso, Tex., presient lays an international contro-ers- y
before congress he takes the last
came in last night for a brief business
this
in
visit
step that precedes war," continued
city.
Max'Nordhaus of Albuquerque came Mr. Lodge. "The president might
in this afternoon for a brief business have taken further steps, but he has
come to the body, which alone has the
visit in this city.
R. Carter, representative for the power to declare war. I think he has
Morris Packing company, was a busi-'iies-s done well."
Senator Works asked how long it
visitor here today.
C, A. Larash, a commercial man of took congress to pass the Spanish
San Diego, Calif., came in last night war resolution.: Senator La Follette
for a short business visit In this city replied that congress took from April
: I. H.
Nathan, representative for the l to April 49 to, pass the resolution
Fidelity Clothing company of Chicago, in, J MX. Members of the house filed
was a business visitor tn Las Vegas into the senate chamber and crowded
the rear of the hall. Majority Leader
today.
of Chicago, Underwood toblc a seat on the demo
Mr.
III., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday cratic "side:' Senator Lodge took up
and will be visitors here for the next the pending1 Resolution. .
"This resolution uses the word 'jusf''W days.
R. P, Woodson, Jr., of Denver was tify' instead of 'authorize,-- " he said.
a business visitor in.Las Vegas today. "The result will be the same. This
He .is a representative for the Kara resolution does "not contemplate the
declaration of war. The president in
Corn Syrup company.
Mr. and Mrs. IT. G. Russell of Chi- his message' disclaimed any hostility
cago, who have been visiting in this toward the Mexican people;, but this
city for, the past several days, will resolution carries with it implied Intervention.
leave this evening for their home.
Mrs.. J. H. Ward returned this af''Consequences of armed interventternoon from Denver, Colo., where she ion, are in many respects practically
lias been visiting her daughter, Mrs. the same as war. But they present
a task less capable of speedy comPeterson, for the past two months.
H. B. Avery of Colorado
Springs, pletion; less fertile in speedy glory
Colo., arrived in Las Vegas last night of victory won and may bring a long
and will be a business visitor here period of the exercise of what would
for a short time. He is the state be the' police power in a foreign counrepresentative tor an insurance com- try involving vast expenditures, grtat
loss of life, perhaps, and after months
pany.
Joe Martin, for a number of years and possibly years, possibly only the
a well known resident of this city, satisfaction of feeling that we had
has. returned .from Albuquerque and brought back peace and order and libwill locate here again. He was em- erty to a distracted country."
Reviewing the Tampico incident
ployed in the shoe repairing business
here, and was located on Sixth street. Senator" Lodge continued:
"There Is no doubt in my mind that
"Colonel" Duval, as he is popularly
known to the employes of the Santa the Incident at Tampico constituted
Fe Railway company, will pass an dnsult to. the American flag and
through Las Vegas on train No. 2 to- the American uniform. No nation can
night on his way to Chicago from allow such an insult to pass unnoticed.
California. He is a director of the It is Its duty to .seek proper atonement and reparation. The form of
;OSnta Fe lines.
.F. E, Conners, connected with the such atonement i universally recog.store department of the Santa Fe nized, i It is a salute to the flag of
'iftailway company passed through Las the offended nation. But that salute
Vegas this afternoon in a private bus- is a governmental action. All party
iness car on his way ,to Topeka from lines disappear In the demand for
amends for' such an Insult, and we all
California,
A party composed of Mr. and TIrs. sta"nd behind the president's demand
Ixmis Armijo, cleofes Romero, Felipe for atonement...
The cabinet meeting broke up) vhlle
Lopez and Lorenzo Delgado left this
senate debate, was on and ; Secr.
the
for
Santa Fe, where they
morning
will attend the wedding of &l relative. etary Tumulty & some oi" the .cabiThe-triwas-maIn Mn Delgadofs net members hurried to" the senate
':
;
chamber to hear the speeches,
automobile,
"Nothing new in. the situation,"
Old newspapers, about 90 to bundle, was the Way; Burleson, put it
delivered free, pay messenger upon
Are Loyal
Republican
delivery, price 10 cents .er bundle
Senators Lodge resented any impu- '
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The Spring Diet
Calls for. a change from the
requirements of colder weather
The system is apt to be more or less clogged as a result of
hearty eating for resisting cold And so. Nature has provided
in the field grains wholesome nourishment to meet changing
weather conditions, and rebuild played-ou- t
nerves.

iraBe Ntats
FOOD

made of wheat and barley

serves a double purpose- -It

him as sufficient I condemn as
strongly as I can the methods of
treachery and bloodshed by which
Huerta reached his present position.
But the fact that I condemn his methods! : does not lead me to put mjsolf
in , a position which by distortion of
the acts which we .take here or of
tilie words we utter here would put
me behind Villa Villa, who began life
as a hired assassin and whose pathway has been marked with bloodshep,
rapine, plunder and by unnaiaable
to the
crimes, which are a disgrace I(',1:
country in whlcn we live; n
"It is for that reason that the minority of the committee of foreign re
lations has presented the substitue
for the preamble of the resolution.
Not one sentence can be denied- - Each
is ,a melancholy truth."
The senator added that the first act
under the resolution would be the
taking of Vera Cruz.
"We are engaged at this moment,"
he declared, lowering his voice emo
tionally, "not only in dealing with a
question involving the gravest responsibility that can confront the congress, but, as not often happens, we
are participating in a great historic
The grounds of our action
action.
here today will lie before the world
and will come to the tribunal of history.
"If we are to intervene in Mexico
at any point, I want to lift it up from
the level of personal hostilities and
ground of
place it on the broad
in the intaken
action
national
great
a
terest and for the protection of
lives in a , foreign country and
for the purpose of restoring , peace
and order, if we cau.
Shively Disagrees With Lodge
iSenator Shively, acting chairman
of the committee, declared the pending resolution was of "paramount importance."
"The attempted parallel hetweeen
the present proceedings and the proceedings leading up to the declaration
of war in Spain is futile," he said.
"It is never too late to declare war;
it may easily become too late to secure peace. This action was a decla-ratioof war. This resolution is a
great, faithful effort to preserve
Am-eri-

peace."
He said the president had not asked congress for authority because he
did not wish to pursue a war. Mr.
the Loiige preamble
would have no result bux wa,
"Would the seizure b Vera Cruz
by force be an act of peace or an act
of war?" asked Senator Brandege.
"It would not be an act of war,"
said Senator Shively. "It would be
an act of reprisal. On many occaShively-contepd-

sions has the United States landed
forces and seized property and war
has not ensued."
Senator Shively insisted the trjke
complaint was or acts, not assaults
on private persons , or., property, but
Evidence of
acts 'that had all
g
fraeant as insults to the United
States government and meant to impeach the power1 and soverelgty of
this nation.,:
:':,
"It was a plain deliberate assault
on. our uniform, on all
our navy
stands for," said Senator Shively, re
ferring to, the Tampico incident
"The situation in 1 Mexico to bad
enough. "No 6ne will dispute that
But here we are engaged in an effort
to avoid going further than is necessary and at the same time to impress
on those in authority that Ilia dignity
of tho United States must be respected."
Senator Shively said those who had
been "clamoring for intervention" had
not thought of the danger to the
thousands of Amieiricjto), citizens In
J,
Mexico,
"I say it is a marvel, in view lof
the character of that people, wl.;
60,000 of our citizens there, that wt
have escaped without a greater number of casualties," be declared.
Why Not Hav War
Mr. Shively referred to the Lodge
preamble.
"This proposed
preamble would
transform this resolution into dec
laration of war,"' he said. "If we

ti

be-ffit-

--

-

.

He Condemns Villa
"I have no desire to criticize President Wilson for his failure to reioog-niz- e
General Huerta. He no doubt
procejl.:d on grounds appearing to

:

'-

not only furnishes true nourishment for body budding,
including the mineral phosphates especially required by nerves
and brain, but, being partially predigested, it relieves the
and clogged by a heavy
digestive organs that are
diet.
d

over-worke-

"

Every spring new thousands take on
of their regular breakfast.
';'

Grape-Nut-

s

as a part

'''.
"There's a Reason"
"

'

sold by Grocers everywhere.

"
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ara to make a declaration

of war
then let us make it. Let us not engage in the sniveling Phariseelsm of
citing facts which justify war and
instant war and then adopt these resolutions. Aire we in the same breath
to declare hajf a dozen reasons why
war, should be declared on Mexico
and in concluding the resolution declare our purpose not to do so? There
can be no question as to what the
natural effect of that preamble would
be If addressed, to any great power
o"f the world.
All the recitations of
the resolves would be idle.",
Senator Shively said that senators
who were anxious for war may well
yait until "this resolution ) tried as
'
a .lUttkus for peace'
'
Williams Speaks for Peace .,.
Senator John Sharp Williams, democrat, then took the floor in support
of the committee's resolution.
"The time may come," he said,
"when a mere punctilio will not be
basis for war. But today if the president bad overlooked this insult to the
flag ha would have been condemned
from every hill and valley in tie
United States, Therefore, with the

A DOLLAR.

WHAT IS IT?

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. I might have spent it In a
minute, but I did not
I may spend It and start tomorrow
jTha dollar Is my yesterday.
bankrupt I may save it and tcmor-vFOnot work at all, because my yesterday
dollar will pay for the service of another who may do the
work better than myself." A dollar Is really a part of a man's life and as he
guards his health to take
f '. P,,"1-6- ' 80 snouia ne guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past

i- .-

"

We pay. 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per

IA

'I'..

PEOPLES BANK

Yl'J

wants this resolution on such broad

.

cent

on 8avlngs Accounts.

TRUST CO;

,

Western Leagua ' time.
The baronesB was a grand' ?'i;fiiRi H. E.
daughter of the famous banker, Tho-i.ui7 13 0 mas Coutts, and was the principal
Omaha'-- .U
2 1 heir to his vast fortune.
During her
Batteries: Clark and Shaw; House long life she distributed millions of
and 'Crosly.
dollars in charity and philanthropy.
Her efforts were directed particularAt Topeka.
R. H. E.
toward bettering the condition of
ly
L.'
5
Topeka!
9 2
the poor and unfortunate of her own
Wichita
9 13 0 sex.
Batteries:
Drucke, Fianigan
and
MoAlester; Maddox and Thompson.

At Des Moines;.
grounds that it will be sufficient to
make us stay in Mexico when we get Dea Moines
'

want it on such narrow
grounds that if Huerta, dies if Huerta is assassinated or if Huerta saiutes
the flag, we can come on home."
Bradley Supports the President
Senator Bradley, republican of Kento
tucky, declared bis willingness
:
support the president
world semiibarbariqi'
I
Senator. McCumber
declared that
must support the president I don't under no circumstances should' conwant to kill any Mexicans. I don't gress place the United States Jtn the
At St. Joseph.
R. H. E. BUSINESS CULL FOR
want any Mexicans! killing ma"
2 10 1
position' of accepting "(either1 'by im- Sioux City
The Lodge substitute Senator Wil- plication or otherwise, any alliance St Joseph!
7 10 1
EAST
COADS
liams said, was a declaration of war with the murderer and bandit, General
Batteries: Shirley, Wheatly and
'
Thomas
against Mexico and the Mexican peo- Villa."
and
Crisp;
Griffith.
ple.
"Beside this atrocious murderer,
H. F. BAKER OF WABASH PITTS"I want," said Senator Williams, General Huerta seems an anigeil of
At Lincoln.
It. II. E.
BURGH TERMINAL TELLS
L
"this resolution to be
worded that purity," he said. "I hope that we will Lincoln .
'2 7 3
ABOUT CONDITIONS
the world shall know it shall be war give the president full and ample t)enver
14 7 2
on Huerta, un til ither.H.uerta salutes authority to make war or not as he
Batteries:
Soroggins, Snirth. and
to show
Although conditions' fef-that flag
beoopies an Amer- sees fit,"
Meyers; King and Spahr. " '
railmat
tne
western
01
tne
business
ican prisoner or Huerta were to die."
Bryan Consults Ambassadors
roads Is slender, yet information re'
Federal League
The Galleries Cleared
Secretary Bryan asked the foreign
ceived this afternoon from H F. BaAt St Louis.
A wave of applause swept the gal- ambassadors to confer with him at
It. if. E.
ker, receiver for the Wabash, Pitts7 2
leries.
2:30 p. m. It was generally accepted St. Lourig
1 5 2 burgh terminal, who passed through
will clear the that be would advise them in detail. Chicago
"The sergeant-at-arm- s
Batteries: Groom and Hartley; Hen-dri- x this city accompanied by his "wife on
Count Von Bernstorff , the German
galleries," declared the vice president.
his way from Pittsburgh to California.
and' Wilson.
reAbout 100 mietn were immediately
ambassador, was the first to confer
shows that the railroads of the east
moved.
with Secretary Bryan. He told enare undergoing equally distressing
At
Kansas
R. H. E.
"I am not only in favor of sending quirers he could not discuss his visit
City.
conditions in relation to business.
7 10
0
the flag to demand reparation for in and that he was without any informa- Indianapolis
"Business is poor," said Mr. Baker,
2 7 2
sult," he said, "but I am in favor of tion of the German Bhip carrying Kansas City
"and there is little possibility or prosBatteries:
and
Mexico
to
to
protect munitions of war to Huerta at Vera
Kaiserling
Dpxier;
sending the flag
pect of an increase at the present
Hogan, Stone and Easterly.
and Cruz.
American citizens from rapine
time. The retrenchment policy Is beI
the
murder.
with
agree
plunder and
Ambassador Jusserand, Ambassador
ing followed closely and this has maNational League
senator from Massachusetts that the Spring-Ric- e
and Ambassador Riano
At
St.
Louis.
R.
H.
E. terially affected the Wabash Pittsburgh
present resolution Is not broad were Mr. Bryan's next callers. Each
terminal lines, as this road bandies
3
0
5
Chicago
enough."
emerged refusing to answer any quescoal
and steel almost exclusively.
St.
2
7
Louis
1
tions.
Works Wants Peace
When there is no business on the othBatteries:
Bresmv
and
Humphries
After Senator Bradlty concluded,
Secretary Bryan discussed with the
er railroads, conditions on our lines
Senator Works offered his resolution ambassadors the status of any Huerta han; Dood and Snyder.
are easily affected. I am optimistic,
American
League
to accept Huerta's expression of re war materials seized at Vera Cruz
At Boston.
R. H, E. however, and it may not be many
gret as full satisfaction. Senator and the situation as it affects the cus8 12 2 months before business will reach its
Works pleaded for peace.
toms. Mr. Bryan said he had no Philadelphia
Boston
6
2 normal state."
2
"How much bettor it would have news from Vera Cruz.
Mr. and Mrs. Baker are making a
Batteries: Houck; Wyckoff, Plank
been," he said, "if the president himpleasure
and
trip and are out to see the
Collins,
iBedieiit,
Schang;
Kelly
self had declared ffliat the apology and
west.
and Kady.
They will be absent from
the discharge of our sailors from, arA t TODAY'$; BASEBALL
Pittsburgh on thia trip for several
rest was sufficient I fear we lack
' American League
Second game:
R. H. E. weeks.
the moral courage to say to this poor
St. Louis at Chicago.
6 8 1
Philadelphia
stricken nation that the apology alCleveland at Detroit
o 4 7
Boston
Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
made
is
enough."
ready
Washington at New York.
Batteries: Pennock and Lapp; Fos- Rye at the Opera Bar. Air.
Senator Works insisted that he had
Philadelphia at Boston.
ter, Johnson and Thomas, Nunamaker.
not offered his resolution to criticize
the course pursued by the president
Subscribe for The opt!.
National League
PHILANTHROPISTS
CENTENARY
He did not expect his resolution to be
Chicago at St. Louis.
London, April 21. The centenary
passed, the senator saicL( asserting
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati.
of the birth of the Baroness Burdett-CouttTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
further that "we are going headlong
New York at Brooklyn.
the celebrated philanthropist
into the terrible conditions of war."
Boston at Philadelphia.
was recalled today
exer FOR SALE iSinger sewing machine:.
"No matter what may be the limits
cises held in many public institutions
in the mind of the president in the
dining table and other furniture' at
Fedaral League
which she had aided during her life-810 Douglas avenue.
matter," said Senator McCumber, reIndi'anajolis at Kansas City.
publican, "the result of tflie resoluChicago at St Louis..
tion, no matter how worded, would
Buffalo at Pittsburgh; postponed.
a
war
that
ba war. It will be all the
Brooklyn at Baltimore.
f
... L
poor, internally torn, bleeding and ext S 1 3f ii 1 '
hausted country can maintain against
this, most powerful of all nations on
.,
earth."
4
"
"Does the senator regard an insult
STANDING OF THE CLUBS .
'to an American flag on an American
We all realize that a family's shoe
boat representing American soverbill is one of its big items of expense
eignty as a trivial offense?" demandNational League
and It certainly behooves all to
ed Senator Williama.,
L.
Pet.
W.
with quality considered, tier
wl'It la not. trivial,", said Senator .McC- Philadelphia .
1.000
3
0
can be bought the cheapest Her
'uniI
do noi place the
umber,-''but.
3
0
1.000
Brooklyn .
vtrtio vl
again
form above a live American, and if
.833
1
i:ox
....
isi'Ji
b;,:.-.-...5
Pittsburgh
'
more
one justifies war, then many
4
3
.429
St. Louis
WE LEAD, OTHERS
times will Che. other, justify war':"
'
3
.400
2
Chicago r h.
''Huerta has studiously endeavored Cincinnati ...
.25C
1
3
FOLLOW
-V
to Insult the president and the gov- Boston . .,
......0 , 3 .000
ernment of the United States. It Is
3
.000
i0
SEE OUR WINDOW D1S- -.
not it matter of injury of, property,
or Hfe, it's a matter of insult to the
American League
PLAY
honor of the flag. The president
W.
L. Pet.
Huerta.
sounded the right keynote
1
.833
5'
Chicago ,
The r house of representatives struck Washington '. . . ' . . . A : 3
.750
1
(.TIic
the keynote VfctorianflT 'Huerfa?' And New Xork
.667
2
1
when I vote for these resolutions I St. Louis ... ..
.600
2
....3
do it with, the hope that 'the house, Detroit .
2
3
.600
IS
in conference, will insist oh naming
3
2
.400
Philadelphia
' 1
"''
Huerta the insulting party!
.,.
We e'-'.Bofjton;,
ou good lD.f.tuU'. Soft S' iI'3 45o and .
"If war shall follow these resolu- Cleveland .
6;
.000
Infanta Hard Sole Shoes, Variety Styles, 98c, 8e', 73c ahd
i,.i..,...-.tions the civilized world should know
Children's Shoes, a large choice, $1.25, 9Sc, ESc
that it is war forced by Huerta. And
Federal League
Misses ShoeSi excellent values, $1.49, $1.39, $1.25 and
t.c
if war shall come it should be war
W.
L. Pet
43
Boys' Shoes that win wear, $1,98, $1.89, $1.79 and
.'I
against, not the Mexican people, but Brooklyn .
1.000
2
0
Men's Shoes go at $3.50,, $2.98, $2,69, $2.49, $2,25 and.
4
against Huerta."
.800
1
St Louisi
Men's Shoes for which, others ask $5, we sell at,
Senator Williams added that he was Buffalo .
Viz
1
.667
Savings' .are made on Ladles' Shoes la fie s
prop-- .
3
willing to enforce respect for the flag, Chicago
-- I
.400
' ty tin .t c
amounts.-,For
dress
of
Shoes
nice
instance,
q
' 2
but when that was done he believed Kansas City
3
.400
would ask $3.50 and $3.75 for, we sell at
j.
the United States should get out of Indianapolis 3
2
.400
Those for which they, would regularly ask $4.00 or more,
there.
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fourth Tuesday evening of each
Plymouth Rock and month Elka' home on Ninth street and
12 R. I. Red. hens. Apply A. T
Douglas
avenue.' Visiting; brother
Rogers, Sr., 1118 Columbia avenue. are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. w. Condon,
His Father I thought I gave you
a nickel to stay in the parlor last 100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00, Secretary.
Money must accompany order. Will
night with Sis and her beau. You
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E. KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF
were only In there half an1 hour.
SECUR
Willies
Sie' beau gave me a dime
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
to get out.
W. O. W. hall. Sixth atrttnt nn Iko
firBt and third Mondays of each
NAUTICAL
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in modern
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
home, also single room; cannot rent cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
to consumptives. 1034 Eighth street 308 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Phone Main 608.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
OR RENT Furnished room, good
location. Apply Optic
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anf
fourth
Thursday evening eacb
FOR RENT Comfortable
furnished month at W. O.
hall. Visltin?
rooms for light housekeeping. Reas brothers
Invited. Howard T
cordially
onable terms. 711 Sixth street.
Davla, Dictator; p. A. Lim Secretary
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Earlie What is the starboard side,
pa?
His Pa Must bo the cozy cornel
on the boat they have fixed up for the
star boarder.
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George A. Hunicer. Chester A. Hank
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Dentlet
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 331. Residence Phone Main 413
East Las Yogas. New Mexico
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roliable medicine for coughs, colds,
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Din Ks The manipulator of an auto- - la
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ing to (he system. It also gives
sea why.
and definite results for hoarse- prompt
WinksYou don'tt
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little
Dinks No. He gives jou very
Bhow for your Ufa.
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EMPRESS!
can be ok- -

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

or More, Each Del very
Ibs Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1.0O3 lbs. Each Delivery
60 Ibe, to 208 lbs., Each Delivery
Leae than ES Ibe Each Delivery

Foley Kidney Pills Successful for
To have a fine healthy complexion
the liver must be active, the bowels regular and the blood pure. All
this is brought about by using HER
BINE. It thoroughly scours the liv
er, stomach and bowels, puts the body
in fine condition and restores that
clear, pink and white complexion so
much desired by ladles. Price 60c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

Com--

STANDARD

Ibt, to 2,000

1,000

&
A A

SILVER

2,000

Years Practical Experience.
JONES
W W BOWERS

Reliable 'Foley's Honey and Tar

ROGERS

SONS'.

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
Q. K.; Frauk Angel, F. S.

Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
Farmer Hey, there! I sent you up
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
that tree to pick apples, not to shake General
Massage, Hair and Scalp
'em.
Treatment, Facial Massage, Maui-- ,
Picker I I I m m sorry b b
cure, Chiropody.
boss. B but m my chill's c com
o on a day e e early.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
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KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall
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ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S

ordlally Invited.

New Mexla

giving you

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIO
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays o
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; a. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Vlsltini
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially weleone anr

ATTORNEYS

Laa Vegas,

'

FLOUR reclk

I. E. R08ENWALD
LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue

ANTED First class
male cook,
room, board and $50 pep month. In
quire Optic office.

I

a present foi doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS

day of the month In the vestry roonw
uf Temple Monteflore at I o'clock
i
WANTED
Girl for general house m.
Visiting brothers are cordially in
work, good wages. Mrs. I. Appel, vited. Isaao Appel,
President; Chart
1011 Eighth street.
Greenclay, Secretary.
v

use!
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AGUA PDRA COMPANY
t3

Harvesters, etorers, tad Distributors tt Hatwal fee, th FarKi
Lastlag QuaUnet et W&lk Have Mad Las Tecaa Fames.
OFFICE 781 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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ice and judge pro. election, general
county fund, $2.
Warrant 10395, Juan Benavides,
service as judge pro. election, general
(Continued from Yesterday.)
county fund, $4.
Warrant 10396, Domingo Ortiz, del.
Monday, March 2nd, A. D. 1914.
box
and ballots, special election, genThe board of county commissioners
eral
county fund, $4.50.
of
state
of the county of San Miguel,
Warrant
10397, Deciderio C. de Ba
session
in
met
regular
New Mexico,
and
'
at the court house of said county ca, repairing closets, court house
$3.75.
and
fund,
house
court
on
the
jail
New
jail
Mexico,
In Las Vegas,
Warrant 10398, Jose N. Crcspin,
first Alonday in March, the same beclerk
pro. election, Dec. 23, general
the
and
D.
1914,
ing March 2nd, A.
fund, $2.
county
were
had,
following proceedings
Warrant 10399, Pablo A. Sena, clerk
election Dec. 23, general county
Fidel Ortiz, chairman: pro.
Present:
fund, $4.
commissioner;
John H. York, county
Warrant 10400, Nestor Padia, serv.
Irenzo Delgado, clerk of the board. judge pro. election, December 23," genAbsent: Antonio A. Gallegos,' counCOUNTY

COMMISSIONERS'
CEEDINGS

...

PRO-

to-wi-t:

ty commissioner.

motion the reading of the
record of proceedings had at the
February meeting was passed.
Bills Approved:
The following accounts rendered
of San Miguel,
against the county
examined
they are now
having been
and the clerk
for
payment,
approved
is directed to issue his several warthereof, upon
rants in settlement
the county treasurer it:
Warrant 10358, Jose G. Alarcon,
fees, justice of the peace, general
county fund, 1913, $5.70.
Warrant 10359, Me G Alarcon,
fees as justice of the peace, general
-county fund, $3.50.
Warrant 10361, Ramon Bustamante,
fees as constable, general county
(
.
fund, 82.
Warrant 10361, 'Roman Gallegos,
sheriff, hoarding prisoners, February
1914, general county fund, $135.75.
Warrant 10362, Roman GallegoS,
sheriff, fuel, February 1914, general
Upon

to-w-

.

"county

fund, $25.

eral county fund, $2..
Warrant 10401, Cosnie Esquibel,
service judge pro. election, December
23, general county fund, $2.
Warrant 104O2, Anastacio Herrera,
service judge pro. election, general
eounty fund, $2.
Warrant 10403, D. W. Condon, coal
for court house, general county fund,
$118.90.

Warrant 10404, El Ind. Pub. Co.,
pub. assessment notices, general county fund, $3.75.
Warrant 10405, El Ind. Pub. Co.,
tax levy register and receipts, general county fund, $138.
Warrant 10406, Martin Delgado,
mercandise, county prisoners, general
county fund, $4.75
Warrant 10407, Roman Gallegos,
sheriff, telegrams. State vs. Mason,
$1,68.

Warrant 10408, Red Cross Drug Co.,
medicine for prisoners, general county
fund, $4.35.

.

Warrant 10409, Red Cross Drug Co
medicine for prisoners, general county
fund, 50c.

Warrant 10363, John S. Clark, premWarrant 10410, Red Cross Drug Co.,
iums, bonds of county officers, gen- 1 doz. erasers county clerk's office,
eral county fund, $165.50.
general county fund 75c.
Warrant 10364, Felix G. y Gutierrez,
Warrant 10411, Red Cross Drug Co.,
fees J. P., general county fund, $3.50. ink and soap, county clerk's office,
Warrant 10365, Optic Pub. Co., pub.
general county fund, $1.10.
election proclamation, general counWarrant 10412, Optic Pub. Co., pub.
ty fund, $41.30.
notices, general
county
taxpayers'
Warrant 10366 M. A. Sanchez, as- fund, $20.
sessor, postage and expense for office,
Warrant 10413, Red Cross Drug Co.,
general county fund, $4.
stationery Co. assessor, general counWarrant 10367, Gregorio Gutierrez, ty fund, $7.75.
merchandise, Juan Gutierrez, indiWarrant 10414, Red Cross Drug Co.,
gent, $5.
assessor, general
pencils, mucilage,
Warrant 10368, void.
county fund, $1.30.
Warrant 10369, void.
Warrant 10415, Roman Gallegos,
Warrant 10370, Gross, Kelly, and sheriff, long distance calls,
general
Co., payment in full, court house and county fund, $1.95.
jail fund, $254.75.
Warrant 10416, Optic Pub. Co., staWarrant 10371, Casimiro
Ortiz,
Co. clerk's
office,
tionery
general
:lerk, pro.- - election, general county county fund, $17.40.
fund, $2..'
Warrant 10417, Optic Pub. Co., adv.
Warrant 10372, Felix Gy Gutierrez,
stenographer Co. clerk, general county
fees, justice of the peace, general fund, $2.40.
county fund, $1.35.
Warrant 10418, Roman Gallegos,
Warrant 10373, Jose A. Gallegos, sheriff,
traveling expenses,
general
repairing door, sheriff's office, court county fund, $15.
house and jail fund, $2.
Warrant 10419, FeJix G. y Gutier
Warrant 10374, Prospero S. Baca, rez, fees
justice of the peace, general
salary, janitor, February 1914, general county fund, $4.65.
county fund, $50.
Warrant 10420, James Saxton, key
:
Warrant 10375, Win. B. Stapp, mak- district
court
attorney's 'office,
ing indebtedness report S. M. gener- house and jail fund, $2.40.
al county fund, $200.
Warrant 10421, EI Ind. Pub. Co.,
Warrant 10376, Jose P. Mares, fees 1,000 J. P.
Reports, general county
as J. P., general county fund, $6.35. fund, $12.
inWarrant 10377, Ramon Valerio,
Warrant 10122, David Sandoval, fees
terpreter, J. P. court, general county as constable, general county fund, $1.
fund, $2.
Warrant 10423, Red Cross Drug Co.,
Warrant 1Q37S, Felipe Lopez, .inter- envelopes,
general county fund, $1.25.
preter J. P. court, general couuty Warrant 10424, El Ind. Pub. Co.,
fund, !2.
1,000 blanks and pub. com. proceedWarrant 10379, Optic Pub, Co., ings, $32.45.
pub. com. proceedings, general counfor
, Warrant
10425, J. S. .lollain,
ty fund. $133.61.
public library county jail, general
Warrant 10380, Optic Pub. Co., county fund, $25.
.
1 W. D. record Co. clerk, general
Warrant 10426, Casimiro
Ortiz,
county fund, $35.
fees J. P. precinct No. 12, general
Warrant 10381, El Independiente county fund, $6.30.
Pub. Co., pub. com. proceedings, genWarrant 10427, Jtose Gutierrez, fees
eral county fund, $9V.
J.. P. generjal ' county fund, $11.50.
Warrant 10382, El Independiente
Warrant 10428, Felix G. y GutierPub. Co., pub. election proclamation, rez, fees J. P. precinct No. 6, general
' .
county fund, $21.
general
county fund $7.75.
'
Warrant 10383, El Independiente
Warrant 10429, Miguel A. Garcia,
Pub. Co., sub. paper, Jan. 1, 1910, to fees as constable, general county
Dec. 81, 1914, general county fund, $10. fund, $12'. 45.
Warrant 10384, Martinez Pub. Co.,
Warrant 10430, Martinez Pub. Co.,
sub. paper Jan. 2, 1913, to Jan. 2, notices of teachers, etc., general
1915, general county fund, $5.
school fund, $3.08.
Warrant 10385, Roman Gallegos,
Warrant 10431, E. Rosenwald and
sheriff,' taking Insane person to asy- Son., lamps county clerk's office,
lum, general county fund, $3.
general county fund, $4.50.
Warrant 10386, JRoman Gallegos,
Warrant 10432, John S. Clark, prem.
eheriff, salary jailer and assistant, Ins. policies, court house, general
February 1914, general county fund, county fund, $623.
'$90,
Warrant 10433, Mo. V. B. and Iron
Warrant 10387. Byron T. Mills, CO., part payment Prince St., bridge,
premium $5,000 policy, general county bridge fund, $2,990.
fund, $125.
Warrant 10430, Mo. V. B. and Iron
Warrant 10388, Cbas. Ilfeld Co., 1 Co.,
part payment, Kearney's Gap
case soap, county jail, general county
bridge, bridge fund, $710.
fund, $3.10.
Warrant 10435, Mo. ,V. B. and Iron
Warrant 10389, Mt. States Tel. Co., Co.,
payt payment Villanueva bridge,
telephone rent, Feb. 1914, general bridge fund, $3,350.
county fund.' $17.
Warrant 10436, Las Vegas Lumber
Warrant 10390, Agua Pura Co., wa Co., lumber,
general county fund, 8Sc.
ter rent, Feb. 1914, general county
Upon motion the ooard adjourned
fund, $25. .
until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
2SBOnt, 10391, iA V. Llsht --ecu!
FIDEL ORTIZ,
Power Co., ligMin contract and Attest: '
Chairman.
lamps, bridge, general county fund,
IXHtENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
,

.

,

'

I

'

"""

!

-

$37.10.

Warrant 10392, Marcelino Lobato,
judge pro. election, general county
fund, $2.
Warrant 10393, Fulipe Lobato, clerk
pro. election, general county fund, $2.
Warrant 10391, Lorenzo Leal, ' serv

21, 1914.

TUESDAY, APRIL

ord of yesterday's proceedings was
Upon motion the board adjourned
subject to the call of the chairman
duly passed.
thereof.
Jail Library Petition: ,
' FIDEL ORTIZ,
to
the
a
Upon
petition presented
Chairman.
Attest:
board by the Rev. J. S. Jollain, for
LORENZO
Clerk.
DELGADO,
a
at
the
of
the establishment
library
Special Session, Thursday, March
county jail of San Miguel county, New
5th, A. D. 1914,
Mexico, for the exclusive use of the
The board met in special session
inmates of Bald institution, and offer
of the chairman
ing to cooperate with the board in pursuant to the call
thereof.
Dooks
educational
of
the purchase
Fidel Ortiz, chairman;
Present:
upon consideration and a motion duly
H.
John
York,
county commissioner;
made,
It, is ordered by the board that the Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the board.
Absent: Antonio A. Gallegos, counsum of $25 be appropriated for the
commissioner.
ty
the
a
at
of
couuty
establishing
library
Allowance Road Board:
jail of San Miguel county, for the
Application having been made by
use of the prisoners therein confined,
and the clerk is directed to issue his the road board for a further allowance
warrant for such amount upon the to continue the work of improving and
county treasurer, payable to the said repairing certain public roads within
Rev. U1. S. Jollain from the general San Miguel county, New Mexico, up
on motion,
county fund of said county.
It is ordered by the board that the
Missouri
Bridge
Valley
Payments
clerk
issue his warrant upon the coun
and Iron Co.
treasurer for the sum of $?,500,
ty
Missouri
The account of the
Valley
payable to R. J. Taupert, treasurer
Bridge and Iron Co., having hereto- of the
county road board, from the
folfore been approved and filed, as
road fund of said county, to be used
lows:
,as above set forth in the improving
Kearney's Gap bridge, $2,365.
of the public highways.
Vilanueva bridge $11,157.
Bins Approved:
'
Galllnas river bridge, $9,965.
Warrant 10437, R. J. Taupert, road- and payments thereon having been
work, road fund, 1913, $2,500,
contracts
the
in
respectiveprovided
Upon motion the board adjourned
ly and such payments having been
to the call of the chairman
subject
or
amounts
are
delayed, the following
thereof.
dered paid thereon,
FIDEL ORTIZ,
Kearney's Gap bridge, $710.
Attest:
Chairman
Villanueva bridge, $3,350.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.;
Galllnas river bridge, $2,990.
and the clerk Is directed to Issue his
several warrants for the above payStomach Trouble Cured.
ments upon the county treasurer, pay(Mrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
able to the .said Missouri Valley
Brige and Iron Co., from the bridge writes, "For some time I Buffered
from stomach trouble. I would have
fund of said county..
sour stomach and feel bloated after
J. P. and Constable Precinct No. 53:
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
Upon recommendation of ths resiChamberlain's Tablets. After takgot
dents of Precinct No. 53, Encinosa,
two bottles of them I was cured."
ing
within San Miguel county, N. M., for
For sale by all dealers Adv.
the appointment of the justice of the
peace and a constable for said precinct, it appearing that no application
was had therein for such officers at
the time prescribed by law, therefore,

SEVEN

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN

iso,ooo.et

$100,000.00

i.

M. Cunningham, Preside

Frank Springer,

it

I
'

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Aei't. Cash.

VEGAS
TIME DEPOSITS
INTEREST ;PAID
OPsf

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
GAPiTMZGTGSK
Office with the SanlMiguel National JBank
WH. G. HATDOH- W, KELLY
IX, W. H08KIN

a

k

President

Vie

Frecitot

Interest Paid On deposits
1.1

to-wi-

of Ointments for Catarrh
Contain Mercury

Beware

That

as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the 'whole system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do
le ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.

Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
no mercury, and is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. In
buying Hall's Catarrh; Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken In
ternally and made In Toledo, Ohio,
by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials

Why It Suits Particular People
Foley's Honey end Tar Compound
is prompt and effective for coughs.
bronchial
colds, croup, hoarseness,
cougha and throat troubles. Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes! "Foley's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops tha cough
free.'
with na bad after effect." It contaiaa
Sold by Druggists.
Price 75c per no opiates and la pure. That's why
it suits particular people. O. C
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Mr.
stlpation. Adv.

upon motion,
by the board that CeSena be, and ne is named as
justice of the peace within and for
said precinct No. 53, Encinosa, San
Miguel county, N. M., and Jose Apo- daca is appointed constable for said
precinct, the said parties to enter up
on their duties as such officers, upon
the taking of the oath prescribed by
law and giving the necessary bonds,
and the clerk Is J'rected to give the
above named persons due notice of
their appointment and this order.
Prohibition District Petition:' A petition presented tins day to the
board for a prohibition district wit'ni'i
precinct No. 1 county of San Miguel,
state of New Mexico, and that a spe
cial election be held to Bubmit to the
qualified voters of said district,, the
question of whether or not the barter,
sale or exchange ot intoxicating liquors shall be prohibited therein, and
such petition appearing to be deficient,
in that it does not' set forth a defin
ite description of the proposed prohibition district, therefore, the clerk is
directed to return such petition for
correction, as above indicated.
Bids Bridge Fills:
Specifications for the approaches
and earth fills to be made at the
bridge at the foot of Independence
avenue, Las Vegas, and Prince street,
City of Las Vegas, within San Mi
having
guel county, New Mexico,
heretofore been filed by the county
engineer, upon motion the clerk is
directed to issue a call for bids for
the construction of said approaches
and earth fills at said bridge, the
east fill will contain 1073 cu. yds., and
the west fill 1245 cu. yds. an to pub
lish same as required by law, setting
forth that sealed bids will be received
for such work up to 12 o'clock noon
of Saturday, April 18th, A. D. 1914,
and that each bid be accompanied by
a certified check for the sum of $50
as a ' guaranty of good faith In the

It is ordered

ciiio

premises.,

NEAT
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71TOI0Y
Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting
Make a good impression with good envelop esprinted at the
iiiiiniisHiifinniinsiiissft

C3?

nil

Ll

L3

fjffMHii!!!iiMii!t,(F",,,"M?f,,r,,"","",r,"'ri,"T"",""",,",''',lV

BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
NO.

SIZE

6

3x8J4

LOPES,

NO.

6.

3.50 per 1000

SIZE

ENVENO. 12 SIZE

3xS

IN.

for

$2.50

439&

IN.

2.50

for

4xll

IN.

$2.75

for

500

n

r

14.00 per 1000

for 500

GOOD QUALITY XXX It AG

'

NO. 10 SIZE

IN.

2.50

$4.00 per 1000

Reports, Receipts, etc:
The following reports, receipts, etc.,
having been submitted to the board,
upon the reading and examination
thereof, thes ame are approved and
ordered filed in the office of the clerk,
to-wi-

"

$4.50 per 1000

600

500

r

Monthly report of Eugenio Romero

county treasurer, for Feb. 1914.
Statement of poll taxes received by
a Purer, for February, 1914,
county
$110.70.

f

m B. i l

Statement of liquor licenses receiv
ed by county treasurer, for February
1014,

$1,248.

Receipt No. 451 to county treasurer
from state treasurer,

for

K.J ii

February,

1914, $18,587.17.

Receipt No. 108, to county treasur
er from H. C. Smith, treasurer, city
of Las Vegas, and school district No
2, for February, 1914, $8,4.98.70.
Receipt No. 109 to county treasurer
Tuesday, March 3, A. D. 1914. from Martin Delgado, treasurer, Town
The board met pursuant to adjourn- of Las Vegas and school districts Nos.
ment.
1 and 4, for February, 1914, $3,195.40.
PrcHent the same county commisReport of liquor licenses collected!
sioners and clork as of yesterday.
by Roman Gallegos, sheriff, for FebI
Uon motion the reading of the rec ruary. 19H, $1,300.
j
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EIGHT

We Have Today Unloaded Another Car

of that Splendid

LOCAL

NEWS

QUALITY COUNTS

Light automobile lamps at 7:06
o'clock tills evening.

dane

Regular
F. B. hali.

There will be a special meeting of
the board of directors of the Commercial club this evening at 8 o'clock.
All members are urged to be present.
TAX NOTICE
On the first day of May, the second
half of the 1913 taxes will become
due. All taxes not paid before June
1 will be subject to a penalty.
EUGENIO ROMERO,

AT

Wednesday night at

Adv.

1-

UliU KJ

For sale. $10 Victrola, almost new.
Price reasonable. ' Phone Main 300.

County Treasurer.

Adv.

The plus Ultra class of the Methodist church will meet with Mrs. J. H.
Swallow at 713 Sixth, street tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Gasoline at,, the Las Vegas Auto and
Machine company and: Las Vegas Garage will be 22o per gallon for cash
until further notice. Adv.

Don't You W ant a Sack?

hero is nothing better made

ItGflrfle' Store

ioi

r

WHAT IS IT?

ji

.WK.

It is the highest grade of shorting that can be produced

ASK YOUR GROCER
THE FIRST STEP
'

.

toward nerrect baking Is the
selection of the right flour.
It will be no falso step If yon
choose the famous Pure Quill
brand. Good bakers will tell
you that with this flour they
can be surer of better results
than with any other. Take
order a sack of
the hintand
i

y

mi Nun

Pure

Quill today,

You can-

not do a good act too quickly.

ohe Las Vegas R.oller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis. Vice President
Raynolds, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Haut Raynolds, Cashier.
E.

B
Home-mad-

IRST NATIONAL BANIi

.a...

.

interest

line

delicious

of

Our orders always please.'

V

..

Last night at the H,,Vfomaine .Ffhch'o Golden, Wedding Rye, aged
an enjoyable dance occurred when the in wood. Direct from the distillery ; to
members of the Benedict club entert- you. At the Lobby. of courseAavJ
ained.- The dance was largely attended jiand proved an entertaining
Te Woman's Club of Las Vegas
will meet tomorrow afternoon at" 2:30
affair.
o'clock in thje Cpmrniercialdub rooms.
Work was started this'morrifng on
disqussn, will.be
Kignts of the Child." Rev. J.
the new Maloof building on 'BfYdge
street and probably will" W complet- Milton Harris; pastor of the First
ed within the next few months. The Baptist church, will read a paper on
building will be over 68 feet wide at the jubjeqt, which, will be fojlowed
the front and will be built of stone. by, a general discussion. AH members
Three stories will occupy the struc- are requested to be present
'' ;'
ture,
i ,"'
?Two marriage licenses were iseiuea
at
the court house this mqrnlng.Tran-quUin- o
Mr. and Mrs. C. .A. Marsh of Grand
Yara, aged 28, of .Tiptonville,
Junction, Colo., are the parents of a
and
Estelia
Gonzaies, aged 2L of Las
at
home.
their
born
girl,
baby
Sunday
were
Ventanas,
granted- a license,
Mrs. Marsh formerly was Miss Liva
while
Donaciano
Vigil, aged 34, and
muvocal
art
teacher
of
and
Lichty,
sic at the Normal University. Mr. Victoria VigiK aged 27, both of Pecos,
Marsh is in the employ of the Asso- also were made happy. In the latter
ciated Press in Grand Junction. He case the parties concerned are rewas stationed in Las Vegas when he lated, the father of the bride being a
made the acquaintance of Mrs. Marsh. cousin of the groom. The young lady
is fortunate, however, in that she will
not be forced to change her name.
Word has been received In Las
Doubtless she waa equally fortunate
from
of
a
member
Vegas
Jerry Quinn,
in her selection of a mate.
the city council, bringing information
that he and Mrs. Quinn will arrive in
Las Vegas within the next few weeks.
As Mr. Quinn left New Mexico without a wife and is apparently returning
with one-- the evidence produced seems
to show that a marriage has occurred
"
during the past month. Mr. and Mrs.
.:M'v,.t;y(.'.'l.v'H i, tf"'''''!',
Quinn wrote from New York city,
where they are spending their honeymoon.

Word has been reeclved here of a
most unique advertisement for Las
Vegas. It is being used by William
M. Runyan, an erangelist who 'held
meetings here last year, in Nebraska,
where Mr. Runyan is now stationed.
It requires, no ink,, being delivered
in connection with sermons. In speaking concerning healthful climates last
month in Lincoln, Neb., Rev. Runyan
told a large audience that Las Vjeis
was, in bis estimation, the mostv'n-iderfu- l
placeuin' the world for tubercu-la- r
'patieritsf '"JEhv Runyan cited his
,pwn case, saylBg; that he was practically cured of an attack of this disease
during his stay in this city. George
AFleming of the Investment & Agen-c- y
;cprjpration received ; Information
concerning Mr. Runyan's good work
for
benefit of this city as have
'

1

othe'rs.n;

Dennis

Mahoney,

decidedly

EUGENIO
ROMERO
SUCCEEDS
LORENZO DELGADO AS MAYOR
OF THE WEST SIDE
The town council of the West side,
which has served for the past two

years, held a meeting at the court
house yesterday afternoon. The meeting was for the purpose of disposing
with all pending minor business to
give the new administration a clean
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For the pest, on, the market today see us.
Miller Non-Skior lain thread. Michelin tubes

and tires and Fiske' tires and everything
ed for the auto '

Symbolizes purity and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind.' See us before you buy

AT OUR SHOP

ALL WORK DONE

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
More Confortable on Top
not beneath the mattress.

That's where we are;
'utacj Kk.t
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WAY ON TOP in every-

thing that pertains in fine
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bedding.
Ve-

gas has been able to com-
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chen cabinets and
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"IT TL are

proud of the clean record every
rment carries from
TRAKLL f jlFTE-Lthe beginning to th end. These remark,
able men's clothes are made in the heart of New
York, in a modern sanitary plant They are good

hj

m

N

because they are made by, happy workmen amidst
model surroundings. Jhey are supreme at $ 15.00
because their makers are specialists Inpc&ular priced
-

I

Trklc

vLL'wiV'vJ

or sI)r'n and summer are'
jnj ancj a pleasure to behold.

YOUR INSPECTION
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'&2'immuMM& Son

are exclusive agents
&-SO.

Complete Home Furnishers

and his
eellent service; to
exxeptional interestv in munimlpal af
fairs. Mr. Delgado was" present at
practically every meeting held during
the last two years and has been progressive la every way toward Improv'
'
ing the town1.
p
,.r;.7;.
O'clock
:'the
Thits afternjpoin at 3.
newly elected adnilnjstratioiii' took, of
fice, when a joint session of the old
council and tifrei new one wae held
for the installation of the new officials. Besides tbe lnstallatiBn no business was transacted. The complete
organization of the council will occur
at the next regular meetingi Eugenio
Romeiro succeeded Delgado as .'mayor.
a

the-tow-
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Leett

pete with us this season,
especially in Hoosier kit
and Piatt springs for which we

J. C. JOHNSEN
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SoutliSitloPIfija.
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need-

The council voted Mayor Delgado
a heartly vote of thanKs for his ex- -

Frankel Brothers devote a bi factory to the.
clusive manufacture of this grade.
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HOLDS

ITS LAST MEETING

TO

'I.iJ? Irora Sieri'ized Wheat Ikan and Pure Whole

LAS VEGAS; M0T0R CAR CO.

Nobody else in Las

--

Da AH CR.2AD

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

furniture or

Fritz Wienerschnitzel, really German, were brought before 'Judge D. R.
Murray this morning to answer the
charge of drunkenness. It seems that
the two men, who were soldiers on
their way to Denver from El Paso,
had decided to put aside the old saying that the Dutch and Irish cannot
mix, and to make the bargain more
concrete, had purchased a considerable qantity of liquor at Albuquerque.
While riding on tram No. 10 yester
day they had a few drinks and arrived
in" this city perfectly happy.
But un
able to walk. It was necessary to remove them from the train and they
were taken in charge by Chief of Police Coles. The men paid a $5 fine
at the court this morning andHwere
released. They will leave tonight for
Denver, providing they do not quarrel again" and then attempt to patch
up the disagreement by drinking the
glass 'of peace.

S

ALE, REPAIR' WORE
GUARANTEED

Irish,
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Paid c.i Tint Dsaomitm

We also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-SORIEIN THE CITY
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TOWN COUNCIL

clothes.

service

.

and REPAIRING

LIVERY

,

Capital, $100,000; Snrplus and .UndivIJtd Profits. $25,000.

st.'.of

Fresh every
ay
)

cakes and cookies in the city.
Also a- - complete line of bum

fThe most

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
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In every department of Da.rT'Jpf':
are prepared to give th r
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The Ladies' Aid society, of the First
Methodist church has announced a
bakery sale for next Saturday. jThe
place wllj be announced later In, the
c

checks were overdrawn on his account, It Is stated.4 This is the second case of this kind to occur here
during the last 'week.

WhHBREAD

Graham

.,
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The Symphony orchestra will meet
this evening at the T" M. C. A., for
lis regular weekly practice. All members are requested to be. present.

week.

I J ml

L. Tillman, formerly employed
by the Las Vegas Motor Car company, left Las Vegas Sunday night,
leaving, it Is said, a number of worthless checks with business men. The

...JM.

Therefore the best bakery
line in the city

E

ex-
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HISS FLOYD WROTE
THE PRIZE ESSAY
NORMAL GIRL GbT TROPHY FOR
REVIEW pf-t- ANTONY AND
CLEOPATRA" FILM
.

Following the showing of the elgut-ree- l
feature film, "Antony and
in this city eome time ago.
Managers Browne and Hoffman of the
Browne theater offered a list of prizes
for the best essays written on the
picture.
The contestants were limited to
students of the Norimil university and
the, High school. The picture proved
to be one of the beet ever shown in
this city. The strength f the play Is
as the writwell shown in the
ers found ample material covering a
wide range.

The first prize was awarded to Mis
the Normal University and the remaining' prizes were
Ni- awarded as follows:
son, second ; Mr. Herbert
Paulson,
third; Miss Ruth. Neafua, fourth; Mls
Kathryn Seellnger,- fjfth; Miss Juan- Ita Burchette, sixth.
Virginia; Floyd of

Miss-Bessi-

'

ELOISA

1EL013

TO

BED 111 STEIMT
PRETTY SANTA FE GIRL WILL
'BECOME BRIDE OF FOREST
"
'
i RANGE SUPERVISOR

Tomorrow morning

at ,SpU

Fe

Miss Eloisa Deigado'of tluii. city will ,

be united in marrias4 to Thomas.
Stewart of Pecos. The- ouremoity witi
otcur at the home of the bride's par- ents and wilt.be largely, attended.
Miss B;lgado,is a niece of Chief
Doputy Sheriff Fellpa Lopez of this
cousin of Lorenzo Del:ity and 1a
gado, clerk of the county court. She
hail many friends in this city and is
popular In Santa Fe.
Mr. Stewart, L well known here. He
is now chiwf supervisor of the forest
range riders for this state and is located in Pecca At one time he was
located ta this city and has visited
here at intervals since bis change of
residence.
Tliose from Las Vegas who will attend 'tuo.. 'wedding are Mr. and Mrs.,
Lute E. ' Ariuiio, Cleofes Romero, Fe-- .
Hp
Ix)pez and Lorenzo' Delgado, who
left tu',3 morning in automobiles (or
Sniita Fe.

